School for Today's Prophets and Seers

Helpful Clues to Dream & Vision Interpretation

Interpreting People

**Baby:** New birth; barren women pitied; reproductive; ministry in its infancy stage; helpless; new Christian; baby Christian; new move of God; spiritual immaturity; reward; fruitfulness; new covenant; miracle. (1 Corinthians 3: 1; Gen. 21: 6; 1 Sam. 2: 1-10; 2 Kings 4: 11-17; Gen. 16: 1-6; Ps. 127: 3; Ex. 1: 15-22; 2: 1-10; 1 Peter 2: 2; Heb. 5: 13)

**Bride:** See also Wife, Marriage and Groom: Covenant relationship; the church or the remnant; unfaithfulness or faithfulness in the natural things or the spiritual things; miraculous transformation. (Ephesians 5: 31-32; Hos. 1: 2; 2 Corinthians 6: 14; 11: 2; Rev. 19: 7-9; 20-22; John 21-10; Is. 62: 5)

**Brother:** See also Sister and Friend: The Holy Spirit; a spiritual brother in the church; yourself; someone who has similar qualities to you; the brother himself; can be disorderly, or in need of admonishment, or weak, or evil, in need, or can be falsely judged. (Hebrews 13: 3; 1 Cor. 1: 1; Amos 1; 9; 1 Cor. 8: 11-13; 2 Thess. 3: 6; James: 1: 9; Romans 14: 10-21; 2 Thess. 3: 15; 1 Timothy 5: 1)

**Brother-in-law:** See also Sister-in-law: Same as a brother, yet under the law; minister involved in another church; yourself; the brother-in-law himself; adversity; someone who has similar qualities to him. (Esther 7: 6; Exodus 18: 17; Gal. 3: 5, 42-26; 4: 21; Romans 4: 13-15; 1 Timothy 5: 1)

**Carpenter:** Jesus; a preacher of the gospel. (2 Kings 22: 6; Is. 41: 7; Mark 6: 3)

**Clown:** The carnal nature; playing with God; childishness; work of the flesh. (Eccl. 7: 4)

**Daughter:** Child of God; ministry that is your child in the Spirit; look at similar character traits in yourself; the child herself; prophesy; complacent; dutiful; beautiful; given to lust; ideal. (Ez. 16: 44; Joel 2: 28; Proverbs 31: 29; Gen. 19: 30-38; Judges 11: 36-39; Is. 32: 9-11; Ps. 45: 9-13)

**Doctor:** See also Hospital: Healer; authority; wisdom of the world; minister; Jesus. (2 Chronicles 16: 12; Mark 2: 17; 5: 26)

**Driver:** The one in control of ministry or marriage, or life, etc. What is the of the driver, and who is he or she driving? (2 Kings 9: 20)

**Drunkard:** Also Drug Addict: Under the influence of a spirit that is either righteous or wrong; controlled; rebellion; completely overcome in an addicted manner to something other than the Lord (like having another god before them); self-indulging; destruction; turbulent seas; lightheadedness; error;
spiritual blindness; global commotion; persecution; debased mind; poverty; justice that is corrupted; mind turmoil; unbridled lust; disorderly behavior; slumber. (Acts 2: 13-18; Eph. 5: 18; Luke 21: 34; Rev. 17: 4; Is. 49: 26; 19: 14; 28: 7; 29: 9-11; 5: 22, 23; ; Jer. 25: 15-29; Prov. 20: 1; 23: 21; Ps. 107: 25-27; 1 Thess. 5: 6, 7; Rom. 13: 13)

Employee: Also Servants: Showing who is in submission in a certain situation; actual person; servant. (Col. 3: 22)

Employer: Also Master: Showing who is in charge in a certain situation; Good or evil authority depending on the character and actions of the person in dream; Pastor; satan. (Col. 4: 1)

Family: See also Father, Mother, Daughter and Son: Church family; or natural family; assembly or team or group that is in covenant together; harmony and oneness; eternal bond; order or disorder; fellowship; relationships. (Eph. 1: 5; 3: 14-15; 5: 23; Gen. 13: 16; Col. 3: 18-21; Matt. 10: 13; Heb. 9: 15; Col. 1: 12; Rev. 22: 3-5; 1 Cor. 11: 3; Rom. 8: 17)

Farmer: See Barn and Field: Minister in any capacity; Pastor; Preacher; sowing and reaping; diligence; rewards; harvest. (Mark 4: 14; Prov. 24: 30-34; Luke 12: 16-21; 2 Cor. 9: 6-11; Gen. 8: 22; Matt. 13: 30)

Father: See also Family, Mother, Daughter and Son: Father God; the Holy Spirit; authority that is natural and/or spiritual; birthright; tradition; satan; natural father; supplier of needs; trainer; the one who nourishes; head of household; Father’s house can be the Temple or heaven. (John 8: 44, 54; Hos. 11: 1-3; Matt. 7: 8-11; Is. 1: 2; Ex. 6: 14; John 2: 14-16; 14: 2)

Father-in-law: See also Mother-in-Law: Same as above but a father under the law; the actual father-in-law himself; advisor. (Exodus 18: 17; Gal. 3: 5, 42-26; 4: 21; Romans 4: 13-15)

Foreigner: Also Sojourner, Stranger, Unknown Man and Alien: Not of the fold; someone to view with care; not a citizen of heaven (because of not accepting Jesus Christ as Lord); wanderer; cursed; no longer a part of the world (as living in but not being of). (Gen. 11: 1-9; Lam. 5: 2; Ruth 5: 10; Matt. 8: 20; Eph. 2: 19; 3: 1-6; 1 Cor. 4: 11; 1 Peter 2: 11)

Friend: See also Brother and Sister: Jesus; faithfulness; can tempt others to sin; sacrifice; similar to the dreamer in position in society, personality traits both in strengths and weaknesses and things that appeal to them. (1 Sam. 15: 8; 18: 1; 20: 11-16; Prov. 17: 17; 18: 24; Ps. 41: 9; Prov. 27: 7; John 15: 13; Du. 13: 6-8)

Giant: Angel; demon; challenge; mountain that needs overcoming. (Numbers 13: 32-33; 2 Sam. 21: 16-22; Gen. 6: 4; Du. 2: 10-11, 21; 9: 2; 1 Chron. 20: 4-8)

Governor: Also Kings, Judges, Caesars, Emperors, Princes, Pharaohs and Rulers: Person in charge in the church and/or natural; government, authority; the Lord; rule and reign. (Mal. 1:8; Acts 23: 24, 26; Ps. 84: 3; 100: 4; 2 Chron. 18: 33; 1 Kings 16: 16; Prov. 21: 1)

Grandchild: Inherited blessing or iniquity; one's spiritual heritage; actual grandchild; ministry that came from someone who came out of your ministry; heir; virtue in the family. (Ex. 34: 7; 2 Kings 17: 41; 1 Tim. 5: 4)

Grandmother: Also Grandfather: Righteous or unrighteous spiritual inheritance; past; wisdom. (Proverbs 13: 22; 2 Tim. 1: 5)

Groom: See also Marriage and Bride: Christ the Bridegroom; marriage; headship; God. (John 3: 29; Ez. 16: 8-14)
Guard: See also Police: Protection and defense; vigilance and sober mindedness; keep prisoners in prison; power; training of soul and flesh; God's ability to keep us. (2 Tim. 1: 12; Eph. 6: 10-18; 1 Peter 5: 8; 2 Kings 10: 25; Acts 16: 27; Prov. 4: 13; 13: 6; 21: 23)

Guest: Angel; messenger; celebration; witnesses of God's sovereignty and justice; the Lord Jesus in our hearts; evil presence. (1 Sam. 16: 5; Zeph. 1: 7; Rev. 19: 9; 22: 17; John 14: 6; Gen. 12: 16; 19: 3, 24)

Harlot: Also Prostitute: Adultery; temptation; snare; covetousness; worldly church; enticement; unfaithful Israel or church; loves God much when forgiven. (Rev. 17: 5; Jer. 2: 20-24; 3: 3; Is. 1: 2; Prov. 2: 16; 19: 5; 3-5; 6: 26; 7: 6-27; 23: 9; 13-18; Hos. 2: 7; 4: 12; Luke 7: 36-50; Matt. 21: 31; 1 Cor. 6: 9-11)

Husband: Also see Marriage and Groom: The Lord Jesus; satan; actual person; to be honored; ex-husband could be bondage to the world. (Is. 54: 5; Prov. 5: 18; 19; 1 Cor. 14: 34, 35; 1 Peter 3: 7; Gen. 3: 16; Jer. 3: 20)

Judge: Also Kings, Governors, Caesar's, Emperors, Princes, Pharaohs and Rulers: Father God; conscienceless toward sin or guilt; authority; satan; one anointed to make decisions; accuser; unjust; Jesus. (1 Cor. 11: 31; Psalm 75: 7; 94: 20; Acts 23: 3; 17: 31; James 5: 9; Mic. 7: 3)

Lawyer: Also Attorney: Counselor; prosecutor or accuser; defender; Christ; legalism; just advocate; mediator. (Rev. 12: 10; Luke 11: 46; 22: 66-71; Titus 3: 13; 1 John 2: 1; 14: 16, 26)

Man (unknown person): Also see Old Man and Foreigner: God's messenger; demonic messenger; evil motive; if a kind stranger: Jesus; Son of Man; humanity of Jesus. (Rom. 6: 6, 5: 17; Heb. 13: 2; 2: 2; 14-16; John 3: 16; Luke 19: 10; Gen. 11: 1-9; Lam. 5: 2; Ruth 5: 10; Matt. 8: 20; Eph. 2: 19; 3: 1-6; 1 Cor. 4: 11; 1 Peter 2: 11)

Mother: Church; Jerusalem; charity and love; comfort; Holy Spirit; meddler; mother herself; spiritual mother; teacher; tremendously evil end time apostate church. (Gal. 4: 26; Gen. 3: 20; Ps. 87: 5-6; Rev. 17: 5; Hos. 2: 2; 5; Prov. 31; Rom. 16: 13; Ez. 23: 2; Jer. 50: 12)

Mother-in-law: Also see Father-in-law: Church; Jerusalem above; meddler; mother-in-law herself; false teachers; tremendously evil end time apostate church. (Gal. 4: 26; Gen. 3: 20; Ps. 87: 5-6; Rev. 17: 5; Hos. 2: 2; 5; Prov. 31; Rom. 16: 13; Ez. 23: 2; Jer. 50: 12)

Old Man: Carnality; wisdom. (Rom. 6: 6, 5: 17; Heb. 13: 2; 2: 2; 14-16; John 3: 16; Luke 19: 10; Gen. 11: 1-9; Lam. 5: 2; Ruth 5: 10; Matt. 8: 20; Eph. 2: 19; 3: 1-6; 1 Cor. 2: 14; 4: 11; 1 Peter 2: 11)

Police: See also Guard, Lawyer and Judge: Spiritual authority of the church; Pastor or Elders; protection; natural authority; angels or demons; enforcer of the curse of the law. (Hebrews 1: 7, 14; Luke 12: 11; 22: 25; Ps. 94: 20; 2 Cor. 10: 8; Titus 2: 15; 2 Tim. 1: 12; Eph. 6: 10-18; 1 Peter 5: 8; 2 Kings 10: 25; Acts 16: 27; Prov. 4: 13; 13: 6; 21: 23)

Preacher and/or Pastor: Also Priest and Prophet: Representing God; wife of a preacher could be the church; spiritual authority. (Jer. 3: 15; 23: 1; Jude 24-25; Rom. 10: 14; 12: 1-2; 2 Cor. 11: 13; Heb. 4: 14-16; Gal. 3: 27)

Sister: See Brother: Sister in Jesus; similar qualities you see in yourself or someone else; herself; the Church. (Matt. 12: 50; Rom. 14: 10-21; 16: 1; 2 John 13; Hebrews 13: 3; Amos 1; 9; 1 Cor. 1: 1; 8: 11-13; Luke 10: 38-42; 2 Thess. 3: 6, 15; James: 1: 9; 2: 15; 1 Timothy 5: 2)

Sister-in-law: See also Brother-in-Law: Same as sister only under the law; Minister involved in another church; yourself; the sister-in-law herself; someone who has similar qualities to her. (Esther 7: 6; 1 Timothy 5: 2; Exodus 18: 17; Gal. 3: 5; 42-26; 4: 21; Romans 4: 13-15)
**Soldier:** See also Guard and Police: Spiritual warfare; God's ability to keep us; angel; warring in the Spirit; demon with the purpose of warring; persecution; working for the Lord. (Rev. 12: 7, 10; 2 Tim. 1: 12; 2: 4; Phil. 2: 25; Eph. 6: 10-18; 1 Peter 5: 8; 2 Kings 10: 25; Acts 16: 27; Prov. 4: 13; 13: 6; 21: 23)

**Son:** See also daughter: Child of God; ministry that is your child in the Spirit; look at similar character traits in yourself; the child himself; prophesy; complacent; dutiful; characteristics of lust; ideal. (Ez 16: 44; Joel 2: 28; Proverbs 31: 29; Gen. 19: 30-38; Judges 11: 36-39; Is. 32: 9-11; Ps. 45: 9-13)

**Teacher:** See also Classroom and School: Jesus Christ; Holy Spirit; the revelation of God; important instruction; gift from God to the body; can be evil; five fold ministry; authority. (John 3: 2; Eph. 4: 11; Ps. 18: 34; 71: 17; 144: 1; Heb. 8: 11; 1 Tim. 4: 1-3; Job 21: 22; 2 Sam. 22: 35; Prov. 3: 5; Mark 11: 13-17; 2 Kings 2: 15; 5: 22; Phil. 2: 5-11; 1 Cor. 11: 1)

**Thief:** Satan; deceiver; loss; works of the flesh; condemned if not repented of; cannot be named among the brethren; Jesus coming like a thief. (1 Cor. 6: 10; Prov. 6: 30; 1 Thess. 5: 2; Rev. 3: 3; 16: 15; Is. 1: 23; Job 12: 6; Job 24: 14; John 10: 1-10; Eph. 4: 28)

**Wife:** See also Bride and Marriage: Israel; the wife herself; joined together; submission; Bride of Christ; Holy Spirit; covenant relationship; the church or the remnant; unfaithfulness or faithfulness in the natural things or the spiritual things; miraculous transformation. (Ephesians 5: 23-32; Hos. 1: 2; 2 Corinthians 6: 14; 11: 2; Rev. 19: 7-9, 20-22; 21: 8; John 21-10; Is. 62: 5; Ez. 16: 8-14; 1 Corinthians 7:33; Gal. 4: 24)

**Witch:** Rebellion; slander; non-submissive wife, lust for power and authority; church member, or employee; controlling spirit type of Jezebel, both in a male or a female; seduction; worldly church; forbidden. (1 Samuel 15: 23; 2 Kings 9: 22; 2 Chron. 33: 6; Gal. 3: 1; 5: 20; Du. 18: 9-14; Ex. 22: 18)

**Woman (Unknown):** See Man and Harlot: Angel; demon; witchcraft; seducing spirit; temptation; yourself. (Proverbs 2: 16; 23: 27; Heb. 13: 2; 2: 14-16; John 3: 16; Luke 13: 21; 9: 10; Gen. 11: 1-9; Lam. 5: 2; Ruth 5: 10; Matt. 8: 20; Eph. 2: 19; 3: 1-6; 1 Cor. 4: 11; 1 Peter 2: 11)
Interpreting Numbers

**One:** Also First: New; beginning; unity; timing; position or order primacy; deity; sufficiency. (Du. 6:4; John 17: 21; Matt. 6: 33; Ex. 20: 3; Rev. 1: 11, 17; 2: 8; Is. 44: 6; 45: 5-6)

**Two:** Witnessing; separation; discernment; wholeness in marriage; division; enmity; opposition; dividing light and darkness; relationship between God and man is closely tied to our relationship with man. (Gen. 1: 6-8, 27; 2: 24; 16: 21; Ex. 31: 18; Ecc. 4: 9-10; Matt. 19: 5-6; 22: 37-40; 1 Tim. 5: 19; John 8: 17; Rev. 11: 2-4)

**Three and Third:** Complete; perfection; witness; divine fullness; solid attributes; Godhead; conform; resurrection power over sin; divine fullness. (Romans 3: 9; 6: 9; 1 Sam. 3: 8; Jonah 1: 16-17; 20: 1-9; 1 John 5: 6-7; Col. 2: 9; Eph. 3: 19; 4: 13; John 1: 16)

**Four:** World; earth; creation; creative work; four winds; four seasons; four corners of the earth; rule and reign over the earth; global implications such as east, west, north, south; territorial specific realm implications. (Gen. 2: 10; 41: 34; Rev. 5: 9; 7: 1, 9; 13: 7; Is. 58: 6-10; Ez. 42: 20; 46: 21; Lev. 11: 20-27; 27: 31; John 8: 34; 1 Cor. 15: 39)

**Five:** Grace; atonement; fivefold ministry; service (five fingers on the hand); bondage; complete wellness. (Is. 1: 12-14; Matt. 25: 2; Eph. 4: 11; Mark 6: 38-40; Luke 9: 13-16; Gen. 1: 20-23)

**Six:** Man; beast; Satan; flesh; carnal; toil and strain of the flesh or natural realm; work; sorrow; secular completeness. (Rev. 13: 18; 1 Sam. 17: 4-7; Gen. 1: 26-31; 4: 17-18; 2 Peter 3: 8; 2 Sam. 21: 20; Num. 35: 15)

**Seven:** Completion; finished work; perfection; rest; perfection in the Spirit. (Gen. 2: 1-3; Lev. 14: 7; 16: 14, 19; Matt. 18: 21-22; Jude 14; Rev. 2: 1; 8: 2; 12: 3)

**Eight:** Circumcision of the flesh; liberty; salvation; new beginning; resurrection life; die to self. (Gen. 17: 12; 1 Peter 3: 20-21; 2 Chron. 29: 17; 2 Peter 1: 14)

**Nine:** Fruit of the Spirit; gifts of the Spirit; finality; harvest; fullness of development. (Matt. 27: 45; Judges 4: 1-3; Gal. 5: 22-23; 1 Cor. 12: 4-11)

**Ten:** Government; law (commandments); order; tithe; measure; trial; testing. (Lev. 27: 32; Ex. 34: 28; Rev. 2: 10; 12: 3; Matt. 25:1-13)

**Eleven:** End; finish; final; incomplete; disorder; lawlessness. (Gen. 27: 9; 32: 33; Du. 11: 8; Ex. 26: 7; Matt. 20: 9-12)

**Twelve:** Divine government and election; apostolic fullness; discipleship; The Church: people of God; united; oversight. (Gen. 49: 28; Numbers 13: 1-16; Matt. 3: 14; Luke 9: 1-2; 22: 30; Rev. 12: 1; 21: 12; Rev. 22: 2; Ex. 15: 27; 29: 15; 1 Cor. 1: 10)

**Thirteen:** Rebellion; rejection; backsliding. (Gen. 14: 4; Esther 9: 11; 1 King 7: 1)

**Fourteen:** Passover; recreate, reproduce; servant. (Ex. 12: 6; 1 Kings 8: 65; Num. 9: 5; Gen. 31: 41)

**Fifteen:** Deliverance; grace; freedom; rest. (Lev. 23: 6-7; Hos. 3: 2; Gen. 7: 20; 2 Kings 20: 6)

**Sixteen:** Not under the law because of love; free; salvation. (Acts 27: 34; 37-38)
Seventeen: Spiritual order; incomplete; immature. (Gen. 37: 2; 1 Chron. 25: 5; Jer. 32: 9)

Eighteen: Bondage; judgment; destruction; captivity. (Judges 10: 7-8; Luke 13: 11-16)

Nineteen: Faith; void of self-righteousness; ashamed; barren of flesh or of Spirit; repentance. (2 Samuel 2: 30; Rom. 6: 21)

Twenty: Holy; redemption. (Ex. 30: 12-14; Rev. 4: 4)

Twenty-four: Perfection in government; priesthood; consecration; maturity. (Rev. 4: 4-10; Josh. 4: 2-9; 1 Chron. 24: 3-5; 25: 1-12; 1 Kings 19: 19)

Thirty: Beginning of ministry; maturity for ministry; blood of Christ. (Luke 3: 23; Gen. 41: 16; Num. 4: 3)

Forty: Trials; testing. (Matt. 4: 2; Num. 13: 25; 14: 33-34; Ex. 34: 27-28; Matt. 26: 15; Acts 1: 6; 7: 30)

Fifty: Pentecost; Holy Spirit; jubilee; liberty; freedom. (Lev. 23: 16; 25: 10-11; Ex. 26: 5-6; 2 Kings 2: 7; Num. 8: 21)

Seventy: Transference of God’s Spirit; multitude; increase; restoration. (Num. 11: 16-29; Gen. 4: 24; 11: 26; 46: 27; Ex. 1: 5-6; 15: 27; 24: 1-9; Luke 10: 1)

Seventy-five: Cleansing and purifying; separating. (Gen. 12: 4; Dan. 12: 5-13)

One hundred: Fullness; people of promise. (Mark 5: 20; 10: 30; Gen. 26: 12)

One hundred and Twenty: Start of life in the Spirit; end of flesh life. (Acts 1: 5; 2 Chron. 3: 4; 5: 12; Gen. 6: 3; Du. 34: 7)

One hundred and forty-four: God’s fullness in all He has creation. (Rev. 7: 1-6; 14: 1-3; 21: 17; 1 Chron. 25: 7)

One hundred and Fifty: End of the judgment by water. (Gen. 8: 3)

One hundred and Fifty-three: Bringing in the harvest; revival. (John 21: 6-4)

Two Hundred: Inadequacy of needs being met in the natural and/or in the Spirit. (2 Sam. 14: 26; Josh. 7: 21; John 6: 7; Gen. 11: 19)

Three hundred: God’s chosen; God’s remnant. (Judges 7 & 8; 15: 4; Gen. 5: 22; 6: 15)

Three hundred ninety: God’s chosen; God’s remnant as in the nation of Israel. (Is. 7: 8; Ez. 4: 5)

Six-Six-Six: Antichrist; Satan; number of man; mark of the beast. (Rev. 13: 18; Dan. 3: 17)

Thousands: Coming to maturity. (Joshua 3: 3-4; 1 Sam. 17: 5, 33; Eph. 4: 13; Rev. 12: 18; 14: 9-11)

Two Thousand: Church age ending in resurrection. (Joshua 3: 4)

Ten Thousand: God’s army taught and led by God. (Du. 33: 2-3, Jude 14)

Twelve Thousand: The Lords mighty army. (Rev. 7: 5-8)

One hundred and forty-four thousand: The salvation of the world. (Rev. 7: 4)
Interpreting Animals

**Alligator:** See Leviathan, Also Crocodile and Dinosaur: Bending; crooked; meandering; snake; monster; devious; distorted; ancient demon; large, evil creature that cannot be tamed with the natural strength of man; principality; evil spirit; ancient demonic control; only the Lord has power over; dragon. (Is. 27: 1; 51: 9; Job 7: 12; 26: 12-13; 41: 1-10; Ps. 74: 14; 104: 26; Rev. 6: 7; 9: 1-19; 13: 1-18)

**Ant:** Hardworking: ability to prepare; wisdom. (Prov. 6: 6-8; 30:25)

**Bat:** Night dweller; thought of to suck blood; unclean; flying creature often related to witchcraft and vampires; satanic torment (Deut. 14: 18; Is. 2: 19-21; Lev. 11: 19)

**Bear:** Evil men; danger (if one plays dead, a bear will not pursue them, so be crucified and die daily); Russia; wicked ruler over poor people, vindictiveness that is severe; antichrist of the last days; end time dominion and rule; financial matters as in: bear market; demonic force, hungry for something you have (2 Sam. 17: 8; Dan. 7: 5; Is. 11: 7; Rev. 13: 2; Amos 5: 19; 2 Kings 2: 23-24; Prov. 17: 12)

**Bees:** Busy bodies; gossip; group of people; can produce sweet honey, or sting and wound; enemies that crowd around us; higher demonic power but less lethal (1 Tim. 5: 13; Judges 14: 8; Du. 1: 44; Psalms 118: 12)

**Bird:** Holy Spirit; evil spirits; wicked rulers; nations that are hostile; Kingdom of God; a mother's love; God's provision. (Matt. 6: 29; 13: 32; 23: 37; Is. 46: 11)

**Black Panther:** higher level witchcraft

**Crane:** Alone. (Is. 38: 14; Hos. 7: 11)

**Camel:** A servant's heart; to bear the load. (Gen. 24: 10, 31-32)

**Cat:** Also Tigers, Leopards and Cheetahs: Unclean spirit; danger lying in wait; crafty; mysterious, strong self-will; witchcraft; someone that is unattainable; unless personal pet. In the case of a personal pet, a cat can mean something or someone dear to your heart. A personal pet that is a leopard; could be a pet sin; a watching demonic spirit, independent thinker (Jer. 5:6, 13: 23; Hos. 13: 7)

**Cheetahs:** Also Tigers, Leopards and Cats: Unclean.

**Chicken:** Also Hen, Rooster, and Chick: A gatherer; to mother; Israel. (Luke 13: 34; 22: 34; Matt. 23: 27; John 18: 27)

**Cobra:** spirit of control and manipulation

**Cow:** Also Heifer, Bull, Calf and Cattle: The young: believers who are sanctified; agile; sacrifice; food; playful; worship of golden calves: immorality; great sin; punishment; an apostasy; blood of is not sufficient; evil men; mighty men; God's sacrifice and strength; ashes of sacrifice kept, mixed with water to purify; slaughtered and burned outside the camp; for sacrifice must be without blemish and never been in bondage to sin (never yoked); fall short of the sacrifice of Christ; expediency that is not proper; festive joy with shame; slow laborious change (Num. 18: 17; 19: 1-22; Lev. 9: 2-3; Amos 6: 4; Ps. 22: 13; 29: 6; 68: 30; Ex. 32: 4-6, 21-35; 1 Cor. 10: 6-8; Matt. 10: 29-30; Luke 15: 23, 27; Heb. 9: 13; 10: 4; Du. 33: 17; Is. 34: 6-7; Gen. 15: 9; Judges 14: 18; Jer. 50: 11)

**Crab:** hard shell, not easy to approach
**Crocodile:** See Leviathan, Dinosaur and Alligator: Bending; crooked; meandering; snake; monster; devious; distorted; ancient demon; large, evil creature that cannot be tamed with the natural strength of man; principality; evil spirit; ancient demonic control; only the Lord has power over; dragon; big mouth, something that can drag you down, vicious verbal attack (Is. 27: 1; 51: 9; Job 7: 12; 26: 12-13; 41: 1-10; Ps. 74: 14; 104: 26; Rev. 6: 7; 9: 1-19; 13: 1-18)

**Deer:** Also Hind: Seeking water; ability to leap; quickness in stride; comeliness; our soul longing for the Lord. (Is. 35: 6; Ps. 18: 32; 42: 1-2; Song 2: 17; 2 Sam. 22: 34)

**Dinosaur:** See Leviathan, Dinosaur and Alligator: A high level of demonic attack; spiritual wickedness in high places; antichrist; Satan. (Rev. 12:3-9; 13: 2-4; 16: 1; 20: 2)

**Dog:** Note type of dog and relationship to dog: biting dog is dissension; hypocrite; attack against God’s work; accusation; if a personal pet: something or someone dear to your heart; personal pet that is a wolf: pet sin, or warning you of an attack on the sheep; Judases; watchman as in Elder or prophet as watchdog; returning to sin; false teachers. (Prov. 26: 11-17; Phil. 3:2; Ez. 3: 17; Gal. 5 15; Ps. 22: 16; Rev. 22: 15; 2 Peter 2: 22; Matt. 7: 6)

**Donkey:** Also Mule: Hard headed; endurance; self-willed, single-minded, determined, and unyielding; riding: victory over self-will and humility; stubborn (Ex. 4: 20; Mark 11: 2; Prov. 26: 3; Num. 22: 25; 2 Peter 2: 16; Hosea 8: 9)

**Dragon:** See Leviathan, Dinosaur and Alligator: A high level of demonic attack; spiritual wickedness in high places; antichrist; Satan. (Rev. 12:3-9; 13: 2-4; 16: 1; 20: 2)

**Dove:** The Holy Spirit; peace and new life; a sin offering; burnt offering; cleansing; mercy. (Gen. 8: 8-12; Matt. 3: 16; 10: 16; Lev. 5: 7-14, 14: 21-22; John 1: 32)

**Duck:** false or quack as in a charlatan (Jeremiah 5:31; Matthew 7:15)

**Eagle:** Soaring in the Spirit; good or evil leader; strength, power, and swiftness in both judgment and in delivering God's people from trouble; the United States of America; Prophet of God. (Isaiah 40: 31, 46: 11; Jer. 48: 40, Ez. 17: 3, 7; Ex. 19: 4; Rev. 12: 14)

**Feathers:** Protection; shield; provision of ability to fly and sore. (Ez. 17: 3-7; Ps. 91: 4; Dan. 4: 33)

**Fowler:** To mesmerize; to be trapped. (Ps. 91: 4)

**Fish:** The newly saved; men's souls; clean and unclean men or spirits; miraculous provision of food in mass. (Ez. 4: 19; Lev. 11: 9-12; Matt 4: 19; 17: 24)

**Flea:** Not substantial; annoyance; subtle; inconvenience. (1 Sam. 24: 14)

**Fly:** Beelzebub; Demons; corruption of the house or possession by demonic spirits of the person. (Ecc. 10: 1; Matt. 12: 24)

**Fox:** Also Jackal: Secret sins; crafty man; enemies of the cross; skill for evil; desolation and crying in the night; divining prophets; suck the life flow from lambs (blood). (Jer. 9: 11; Rev. 13: 11; Is. 35: 6-7; Ez. 13: 4-6; Song 2: 15; Luke 13: 32)

**Frog:** Demon spirits; lying nature; sorcery; speaking curses; counterfeit of conscience, lust, sexual spirit (Rev. 16: 13; Ex. 8: 1-15; Ps. 78: 45)
Grasshopper: Also Locust: Trouble and devastation to crops; instrument of God's judgment upon nations that are rebellious; destroyer; subordinate position; numbers of a mighty army; encumbering task; trivial. (Ex. 10: 1-20; Rev. 9: 7-11; Is. 40: 22; Num. 13: 33; Joel 2: 1-11, 25; Lev. 11: 20-23; Mark 1: 6; Eccl. 12: 5)

Goat: Carnal, fleshly Christians; unbelief; Christian or group of Christians walking in sin; the cursed, scapegoat or goat of removal showing that our sins have been removed as far as the east is from the west; opposite of lambs; carriers of sin; our need to obtain forgiveness of sin; mixed with sheep, but not called the shepherds own. (Ex. 25: 4; Matt. 25: 31-46; Lev. 16: 8, 15, 20-22; Ps. 103: 12; Heb. 13: 12)

Hare: See Rabbit.

Hamster: running around in circles

Hippopotamus: big mouth, bossy spirit, great influencer

Hornet: higher demonic power, less lethal; or God sending something ahead to clear a path (Exodus 23:28)

Horse: Instruments of battle; power and strength of the flesh; time period of work; a powerful work of God on the earth, in the Spirit; tenaciousness, single-mindedness and aggressiveness; in transportation: battle; not to trust in over the name of the Lord. (This would carry over into our modern day weapons and modes of transport.) (Job 39: 19; Ps. 32: 9; 33: 17; 66: 12; Prov. 26: 3; Jer. 5: 8; 8: 6; Rev. 6: 1-8; 19: 11, 14, 19, 21; Zech. 1: 8; 10: 3; 2 Kings 2: 11; Hos. 14: 3; James 3: 3; Amos 8: 11; John 16: 2)

Different color horses are important:
  - Black: Famine; evil.
  - Bay (flame-colored): Anointing, power, fire.
  - Pale: Death.
  - Red: Persecution, bloodshed; enemy warring against God's people.
  - White: War of conquest; God's mighty army)

Lamb: Also Sheep: Jesus as our sacrifice; true believers; gentleness; blamelessness and purity led to the slaughter; saints; the church; Israel. (Is. 53: 7; 2 Sam. 2: 17; Luke 10: 3; Matt. 10: 6; 25: 33; John 1: 29, 36; 1 Peter 1: 19)

Leopards: See also Tigers, Cheetahs and Cats. Leviathan, Crocodile and Dinosaur: Creature that cannot be tamed with the natural strength of man; demon; evil spirit; ancient demonic control; only the Lord has power over. (Job 41: 1-10; Ps. 74: 14; 104: 26)

Leviathan: See also Crocodile, Alligator, Dragon and Dinosaur: Bending; crooked; meandering; snake; monster; devious; distorted; ancient demon; large, evil creature that cannot be tamed with the natural strength of man; principality; evil spirit; ancient demonic control; only the Lord has power over; dragon. (Is. 27: 1; 51: 9; Job 7: 12; 26: 12-13; 41: 1-10; Ps. 74: 14; 104: 26; Rev. 6: 7; 9: 1-19; 13: 1-18)

Lice: Accusation; shame; plague. (Ex. 8: 16-18)

Lion: Jesus; conqueror; overcoming bold saints; Satan the devourer; warrior; transformation; victory; persecution; dominions of the world; antichrist. (Ez. 1: 10; Prov. 28: 1;30: 30; Is. 11: 6-8; John 18: 37; Rev. 5: 5; 13: 2; 17: 14; 19: 16; 1 Peter 5: 8; Ps. 22: 13; 91: 13; Dan. 7: 1-4)

Lizard: unclean; lying (long “tale”) (Leviticus 11:29-31)
**Locusts:** See Grasshopper. Pig: Also Sow and Swine: An unclean (fleshly) people; legalistic Christians; dull minded to spiritual things; phony and hypocritical; a foolish woman; false teachers; detestable things. (Matt. 7: 6; Prov. 11: 22; Is. 65: 4; 66: 3; 2 Peter 2: 22; Ps. 80: 13)

**Owl:** Also Lilith, Screech Owls and Night Hags: Wisdom through earthly means or from above; evil spirit; unclean spirit; night creature; routinely secluded. (Is. 13: 21; 34: 13-14; 43: 20; Ps. 102: 6; Job 30: 29)

**Panther** (black): high level of witchcraft (see cat and Lion)

**Rabbit:** Also Hare: Satan; evil spirits; pagan celebration of Easter; rapid multiplication; sexual torment (Deut. 14: 7; Lev. 11:6; Josh. 19: 20)

**Raven:** See buzzard. Sparrow: Provision; food; God's care for his creation. (Matt. 10: 29-30) Wings: Refuge; God's presence; safety; ability to fly away and escape danger. (Ps. 91: 4, 17: 8, 61: 4)

**Scorpion:** Evil spirits; sin nature; burdens that are heavy; lust of the flesh; deception; a stringing deadly pain; satanic; spirit of the antichrist; poisonous; someone wanting to do you in, witchcraft. (Luke 10: 19; Rev. 9: 3, 5, 10; 1 Cor. 15: 56; Rom. 7: 23; 1 Kings 12: 11; Du. 8: 15; 2 Chron. 10: 11)

**Serpent:** Also Snake: Satan; earthly, sensual wisdom; crafty and cunning; Christ made sin for us; cursed; criticism and gossip, persecution if viper; divination if python or constrictor; beguiling; drunkenness; malice; evil that is sudden; enemies; vileness of hate of the sinner. (Gen. 3: 1; 49: 17; Rev. 12: 9; 20: 2; Mark 3: 7; Acts 16: 16; Matt. 10: 16; John 3: 14; Prov. 23: 31-32; Ps. 58: 3-4; Eccl. 10: 8; Is. 14: 29)

**Sheep:** See Lamb. Snake: See Serpent. Spider: False doctrine; unstable; without any deity; enticing demonic presence. (Is. 59: 5; Eccl. 7: 26; Job 8: 14; Prov. 8: 14; 27: 18; 30: 24)

**Snake:** backbiting, divination, false accusations, false prophecies, gossip, long tales, slander (Numbers 21:6; Matthew 23:33; Luke 10:19)

**Tigers:** Also Cheetah, Leopards and Cats.

**Wolf:** Plan to destroy God's flock; deviant; wolf in sheep's clothing; brazen; false prophet; opportunistic; prowl round at night. (Matt. 7: 15; 10: 16; John 10: 12; Is. 11: 6; Jer. 5: 6)

**Worm:** Also Maggot: Detested: disease; humility; no dignity; filthiness of the flesh; destruction; eat off of flesh; destructive to vines and tree; likened to the misery and suffering of the lost soul in hell; crucified Messiah. (Ex. 16: 20; Du 28: 39; Is 14: 11, 66: 24, 51: 8; Job 25: 6; Ps. 22: 6; Mark 9)
Interpreting Metals

**Brass:** Judgment of sin; hardness of heart; Word of God; strength; Christ's glory; willful disobedience; judged; man's word; replacement. (Ex. 26: 19; Num. 21: 9; Rev. 1: 15; Is. 48: 4; Heb. 13: 10-13; Ex. 27: 13; 1 Corinthians; 13: 1; 2 Chron. 12: 10)

**Gold:** The riches of the glory of God; enduring capacity of the believer as overcomer; unchanging holiness; wisdom; glory; righteousness; glorifying self when used as adornment or as idol worship. (Lam. 4: 2; Ps. 19: 10, 119: 72; Rev. 3: 18, 21: 18, 21; 1 Cor. 3: 12; Ex. 20: 23; Is. 40: 19; Job 22: 25)

**Iron:** Also Steel: Power; strongholds; stubborn; strength; blight; strict rules; crushing power; judgment. (Rev. 2: 27; Du. 28: 23; 48; Dan. 2: 40)

**Lead:** Heaviness; burden; sinfulness. (Zech. 5: 8; Ex. 15: 10)

**Silver:** Understanding; knowledge; purity; cleanliness; redemption; idolatry; Words of God; promises of God; worldly knowledge; cleansed and ready for use; very precious to God; used as betrayal; furnace of adversity. (Proverbs 2: 3-4; Ex. 26: 19; Gen. 37: 28; Judges 17: 4; 1 Kings 7: 51; Ez. 7: 19-20; Matt. 26: 15; Is. 1: 22; Acts 19: 24; 1 Cor. 3: 12; Job 28: 1; Ps. 12: 6)

**Tin:** Cheap; flimsy; imitation; dross. (Is. 1: 25; 51: 17-22; Ez. 22: 18-19; Ps. 75: 8; 119: 119)
Interpreting Places

**Airport:** The church; family; preparation; preparing to fly in the Spirit; delay; tarry; change; power over demonic forces; provision of nourishment, both natural or spiritual; image of approaching terror. (1 Kings 9: 26-28; Ez. 30: 9; Acts 27: 1-2; Ps. 48: 7; Matt. 8: 23-27; 24: 38; 1 Peter 3: 20; Luke 5: 4; Psalms 74: 13-14; Prov. 31: 14; Jer. 23: 22)

**Bank:** Reward reserved in heaven; the church; storage; safe; safeguarded; security; protected; money changers in temple driven out. (John 2: 15; Matt. 6: 20; 25: 27; 21: 12; Luke 19: 23)

**Banquet:** See also Food, Cafeteria and Restaurant: Having plenty and being well satisfied with needs; affluence and luxury; abundance; joy and blessings; not regarding the Lord by partying; church; service; systematic serving of the Word of God; choosing what you want as opposed to receiving what you need; honoring guest; worship; celebrating victory. (Matt 25: 35; 32: 4; Psalm 19: 9-10; John 6: 27, 48-63; 4: 32, 34; 1 Cor. 3: 1-2; Heb. 5: 14; Ester 1: 3-12; 1 Sam. 25: 11, 36; Jer. 51: 34-44; Prov. 9: 13-18; Is. 5: 11-12)

**Barbershop:** See also Hair: Changing customs, habits and traditions, covenant of sins, religiousness; turning from wrong beliefs and strong opinions; the church as either a place of vanity, or repentance. (1 Cor. 11: 14; Lev. 19: 27; 2 Sam. 14; 25, 26; Judges 16: 17, 22; Is. 3: 17, 24; Song 5: 2, 11)

**Barn:** Church; provision; place to stored up wealth; deliverance; workplace; security; plenty. (Du. 28: 8; Luke 12: 18, 24; Prov. 3: 10; Matt. 3: 12; 13: 30)

**Beauty Shop:** See Hair, Barber Shop and Women: Preparation; vanity; holiness. (Pro. 31: 30; Hos. 10:5; Ps. 29: 2; 1 Cor. 11:15)

**Building:** Also Church Building: The church itself; congregation; an actual service; life choices; edification; new body after resurrection. (Matt. 16: 18; 7: 24-27; Luke 12: 13-21; 1 Cor.: 3: 9; 16, 17; 6: 19; Col. 2: 7; 1 Tim. 3: 15; Eph. 2: 20; 4: 12; Romans 15: 2; 2 Cor. 5: 1; Hebrews 3: 4)

**City:** Characteristics of what the city in the dream is known for; the church; the nature and virtue or lack of in a person; New Jerusalem the City of our God; apostate church. (Jude 1: 7; Acts 20: 23; Prov. 25: 28; Ez. 16: 49-50; Rev. 18: 10; 21: 18)

**Classroom:** See Teacher and School: Small group ministry within the church; God's call of one chosen for learning and teaching; training; center of learning; five fold ministry. (Job 21: 22; Luke 8: 35; Psalm 143: 10; 18 :34; Acts 19: 9; Is. 28: 10; Matt. 21: 23; Mark 1: 21; Eph. 4: 11)

**Countryside:** See Nation: A quiet time; space to think; peace and tranquility. (Mark 6: 31; 1 Kings 9: 7; 17: 1-7; 19: 9-13; 1 Sam. 22: 5; Ps. 104: 10-18; Gen. 24: 63)

**Courthouse:** See also Judge: Time of trial; balance of mercy and judgment; persecution; judgment. (1 Cor. 6: 1; Is. 43: 12; Ps. 94: 20; Du. 17: 6-13)

**Factory:** Smooth service to God and organized or the opposite, the church working properly; unorganized; fervor in service. (Luke 2: 49; Rom. 12: 11; Prov. 31: 13; 1 Thess. 2: 9; Acts 20: 35)
Garden: See also Yard: Increase; work; ministry; church; pleasant; fruitfulness; prospering; pastime; field of labor. (Gen. 2: 8-10; 4: 2-3; Is. 51: 3; 58: 11; Jer. 2: 21; 1 Tim. 4: 14-15)

Hospital: Also Healing: Ministry of healing; place to caring; love; wounded church in need of healing; place of healing because of hearing the Gospel; or learning of Christ God's Son; extended to the broken hearted; healing as a result of repentance; turning from backsliding; because of faithfulness; healing from spiritual sickness or there because of it; healing from being obedient and following God's will. (Ez. 47: 8-11; Is. 53: 5; 19: 22-25; 6: 10; Jer. 17: 11; 3: 22; P. 137: 3; 41: 4; 2 Chron. 7: 14; Mal. 4: 2; Pro. 4: 20-22; John 9: 1-3; 2: 16)

Hotel: Temporary; migratory; socially accepted place to gather; changing church. (Luke 10: 3-31, 33-34)

House: See also Sanctuary, Temple, Tent or Tabernacle: Also Home: The church; or one's own home; person or family; dwelling place; Tabernacle or Temple of God; the true church; heaven; security or insecurity depending on dream; center of the family or family of God; people in the church are the household of God; our present life and its condition; place to relax and be entertained with ungodly things; people in the church are the members of His household; resting place; place to return to; eternal home or heaven; reference to one’s character or reputation; place where evil demonic spirits dwell; the human body or body as an earthly tent; our body as a place for God and His Spirit to live. (Luke 11: 24; 15: 6; 2 Sam. 14: 13-24; Ruth 1: 21; 4: 3; Acts 16: 31, 34; Heb. 3: 6; 3; 10-21; 1 Chron. 17: 5; Judges 11: 34; 19: 9; Acts 16: 34; Gen. 14: 14; 8: 9; 2 Cor. 5: 6; Eph. 2: 19; 3: 17; Eccl. 12: 5; Matt. 12: 44; Luke 11: 25; 2: 4; 2 Corinthians 5: 1-10; Mark 13: 34-35; 2: 1, 4-5; 3: 24; John 14: 1-4, 23; 1: 11; Job 30: 23; 2 Cor. 5: 1; 1 Heb. 10: 21; Ps. 119: 54; 122: 1; Ex. 34: 26; 13: 3; Prov. 2: 18; Luke 15: 6; 11: 25; 1 Tim. 5: 4; Is. 65: 10)

House: DIFFERENT ROOMS AND LOCATIONS:

- Attic: See also Upstairs, Roof and Two Story: Of the spirit; the mind; thought; right and/or wrong attitudes; stored, memories; learning; Spirit realm; upper room; past history issues, storing things God has given you that get dusty (Acts 1: 12; 2: 1-4)
- Basement: Storage place; flooding; hidden; forgotten; carnal nature; foul; lust; depression; secret sin; hidden or unseen (Jer. 38: 6)
- Bathroom: Repentance; confession; desire; cleansing; removing; expelling. (Lev. 8: 5-6; 14: 8-9; Ps. 51: 1-2; 7-10; Rev. 21: 26-27)
- Bedroom: Rest; privacy; peace; good covenants and wrong covenants; intimacy; slumbering; laziness. (Ps. 4: 4; 139: 8; Is. 28: 18-20; Heb. 18: 4)
- Childhood home: Something from the past that is influencing you today for good or evil; same for a church; family; etc. (1 Timothy 5: 4)
- Den: Relaxed fellowship; too relaxed; notice where the focus is. (Mark 2: 4-5)
- Dining Room: See also Eating: The table of the Lord; communion with the Lord or with the brethren; feeding on the Word. (Ho. 7: 6; Heb. 4: 12; 1 Corinthians 11: 24)
- Dirty and neglected: Church or home in need of attention. (Matt. 25: 25-28; Heb. 10: 22; 2 Cor. 7: 1)
- Garage: Protection; storage; ministry potential for outreach. (Du. 28: 8; Luke 12: 18; Matt. 13: 30)
- Kitchen: See also Cafeteria and Restaurant: Preparation for teaching or preaching; heart of the matter; hunger for the Word; motives; revealing. (Ho. 7: 6; Heb. 4: 12; 1 Corinthians 11: 24)
- Living Room: See also Den: Formal fellowship of church or family or friends. (Mark 2: 4-5)
- New: New birth; change for the better or worse according to the condition of the home; fresh move of the Spirit; revival. (2 Corinthians 5: 17; 2 Cor. 5: 1)
- Old: Old man or ways; past; spiritual inheritance; religious traditions; natural inheritance. (Gen. 12: 1; Jer. 6: 16; Heb. 2: 3)
- Porch: See also Yard: Outreach and evangelism to the church; public place, exhibited; displayed; exposed. (Mark 14: 68; Acts 5: 12; Joel 2: 17)
- Roof: See also Upstairs and Attic: The mind; meditation; logic or natural; shield or covering of protection; heavenly revelation; prayer; declaration; complete overview; ability to see all, both good and evil. (Acts 10: 9; Matt. 10: 27; Luke 12: 3; 2 Sam. 11: 2; Is. 30: 1)
- Two-story: See also Upstairs, Two Story and Attic: Multilevel situation; Spirit and flesh of a person or a church or ministry. (Acts 1: 13-14; 20: 7-8)
- Upstairs: See also Roof, Two Story and Attic: Going higher in the Spirit; something that is of the Spirit; Upper room; Pentecost; thought, good or bad; prayer; Spiritual service. (Acts 1: 13-14; 20: 7-8)
- Work Area: Service under development in the Spirit; or of God; work of the flesh. (Gen. 2: 15; Ps. 104: 23; Gal. 2: 16; Eph. 5: 11; John 6: 29; Phil. 3: 2; 1 Cor. 3: 9)
- Yard: See also Garden and Porch: Public part of personal life; in back could be event that is behind or over or hidden. (2 Sam. 17: 18; Esther 1: 5; 1 Kings 6: 36; Ex. 27: 9)
- Library: Exploration into knowledge; knowledge stored up; schooling; abundance of the Word; earthly, sensual wisdom. (2 Tim. 2: 15; James 3: 13-18; 1 Cor. 8: 1; Rom. 2: 20; Col. 1: 9)

Nation: See also Country: Nation may represent actual nation; known characteristics of the nation. (Mark 6: 31; 1 Kings 9: 7; 17: 1-7; 19: 9-13; 1 Sam. 22: 5; Ps. 104: 10-18; Gen. 24: 63)

Park: See also Garden and Yard: Worship; enjoying God; playful; garden experience (Adam fell, Jesus faced the cross); rest; tranquility; transient's home. (Gen. 2: 8-10; 4: 2-3; Is. 51: 3; 58: 11; Jer. 2: 21; 1 Tim. 4:14-15)

Pit: Hell; sepulcher; tomb; entrapment; enticement; self ruination. (Jer. 18: 20; Is. 14: 15; 24: 22; 38: 17-18; Rev. 9: 1-2; 20: 1-3)

Prison: Lost souls; Christian held captive by the enemy; rebellion; lawlessness; bondage; persecuted saints; slavery; Sheol or Hades; imprisoned unjustly; release from prison is God's blessing; confinement of personal circumstances; a spiritual condition that is fallen; death; in need of recognition to God. (Gen. 39: 20; Jer. 37: 18; Ps. 68: 6; 142: 7; Gal. 3: 22); Rev. 1: 18, 24; Matt. 5: 25-26; 2 Peter 2: 4)

Restaurant: See also Cafeteria and Kitchen: Place of ministry; atmosphere is important; church with good or bad teaching and serving ministry of the Word; gluttony. (Psalm 19: 9-10; John 6: 27; 48-63; 4: 32, 34; Matt 25: 35; 32: 4; 1 Cor. 3: 1-2; Heb. 5: 14)
School: See Classroom: Church; place of teaching and discipleship; people or work; training; teaching ministry. (Job 21: 22; Luke 8: 35; Psalm 143: 10; 18:34; Acts 19: 9; Is. 28: 10; Matt. 21: 23; Mark 1: 21; Eph. 4: 11)
School: Elementary: Beginning level of walk with God; milk. (1 Cor. 3: 1-3)

Middle or Junior High: Level of maturity of person or teaching being given or received; or of one's walk. (1 Cor. 14: 20)

High School: Promotion in level of dreamer to a higher level or could be of teaching being received or given. (1 Cor. 2: 6)

College: Highest level of learning; promotion in the Spirit; strong meat. (Rom. 15: 21)

Shopping Center: Also Marketplace: Too much to choose from; churches within the church; view of spiritual, soulish and political atmosphere that is in a church or a community or nation or even in your heart; not to be in temple of God or present during worship; leaders there to show off how grand they are; can be dishonest gain; wisdom calls out to the people there. (Prov. 7: 12; 2 Kings 7: 1, 8; Ps. 55: 11; Gen. 34: 10, 21; Amos 8: 5; Neh. 10: 31; John 2: 16; Mark 6: 56)

Skyscraper: Also see Tower, Ascend, Up, Mountain, Hills and Elevator: Prophetic church of great revelation; high places; above earthly experience; higher spiritual things; Mt. Zion; sacrifice of worship; Mt. Sinai and the Ark of the Covenant in the Temple; Songs of ascent unto Him; Tower of Babel; Mt. Carmel; dominance; control; obstacle; Jesus returning from the heavens to earth; symbolic of victory; Jesus being lifted up on the cross; wisdom that comes from above; Beatitudes in the Sermon on the Mount. (Acts 1: 13-14; 20: 7-8; Ps. 103: 11; 1 Sam. 9: 12-14; Matt 5; 1 Kings 18; John 3: 7; James 3: 15, 17; Heb. 1: 3; 1 Thess. 4: 13-18; 1 Kings 12: 31)

Trailer: Transitory and indefinite circumstances. (James 4: 14)

Vineyard: Jewish Nation; God's Kingdom; growing in grace; peace; fruitful wife or church; worthlessness. (Matt. 20: 1-6; Hos. 14: 7; John 15: 1-2, 6; Is. 5: 1-7; Ps. 128: 3; 1 Kings 4
Interpreting Actions

**Abortion:** When you dream of having abortion at the hospital or at home it is a sign that the devil is attacking your greatness, your power, your spiritual strength and the vision the Lord has given to you.

**Adultery:** Spiritual adultery; actual adultery; sexual sin; idolatry; pornography. (Gal 5: 19-21; James 4: 4; Ez. 23: 45)

**Anoint:** Set apart divine appointment in service; prayer for the sick; sanctification. (James 5: 14; 2 Chron. 22: 7; 1 John 2: 20, 27; 2 Cor. 1: 21; Ex. 28: 41)

**Asleep** - refreshment, spiritual stupor, indifference, rest. Watchfulness, alertness, resurrection from the sleep of death (Dan 12:1-2 Acts 7:60; Eph 5:14; Romans 13:11)

**Awakening:** Discernment; attentive to wiles of the devil; watchman; sober; stimulated to act. (Eph. 5: 14; Rom. 13: 11-14; Is. 52: 1; 1 Thess. 4: 6; 5: 6-7; 1 Cor. 15: 34)

**Baking:** Hospitality; God's provision; worship (Gen. 25: 34; Lev. 26: 26: 23: 17)

**Baptizing:** Burial of the old lifestyle; total submersion in something; repentance; preparation for the coming Kingdom; death; burial; resurrection; inner conversion; overwhelmed by water or the Holy Spirit. (Matt. 3: 9; Mark 10: 38; Rom. 6: 9; 1 Peter 3; Acts 2: 17-18)

**Barrenness:** Unable to be productive for life of the Spirit; rejection; cursed; judgment; unfruitful; death of the Spirit; death of a ministry. (1 Sam. 1; Gen. 11: 30; Du. 28: 1-4, 15-18; Is. 5: 1-10)

**Bathing:** Cleansing; repentance; totally clean; temptation; purification; ceremonial cleansing; Jewish ritual, before performing duties of the priesthood. (Ez. 37: 9; Ex. 30: 19-31; Lev. 14: 8; 16: 4, 24; Gen. 2: 24: 32; John 13: 10) sanctification; repentance; temptation. (See also, soap, washbasin, washcloth) (Psalm 51:2-3, Ephesians 5:25-26, 2nd Samuel 11:2, 3)

**Begging For Alms** - When you dream about begging for alms this means that the enemy wants you to be poverty stricken. It also means that the devil wants your helpers to turn their backs on you.

**Chasing** - Chasing dreams often reveal enemies that are at work, coming against your life and purpose or they may indicate the passionate pursuit of God in your life, and you towards him. *Are you being chased and by whom? What emotions do you feel? Are you afraid?*

**Chewing** = Meditate: (as in 'let me chew on that awhile;') receiving wisdom and understanding; if chewing bubble gum, then childishness; foolishness; if chewing on tough meat, then a hard saying or difficult work. (See also, eating, food, milk, teeth) (1st Timothy 4:15, Psalm 49:3, Proverbs 24:9; Rev 2:7)

**Choking:** Hindrance Too much too fast; hatred; obstacle that hinders; opposite of breathing in the Holy Spirit. (Mark 4: 19) stumbling, over something (as in 'too much to swallow;') hatred or anger (as in 'I could choke him!') unfruitful (as in 'the weeds choked out the tomatoes.')

**Crawling:** Unclean; humility; to have been cursed; disgraced; snake; idol worship. (Gen. 3: 14; 1 Sam. 14: 11; Lev. 22: 5; Ez. 8: 10)

**Crying:** grief; sorrow; anguish; repentance; prayer; judgment; humility; sadness; and sometimes tears of joy. (It is important to note what the dreamer is feeling while shedding the tears). (Mark 9: 24; Ps. 34: 6)
**Dancing:** Worship; spiritual sacrifice; joy; rejoice; idolatry; seduction; whirling; evil and sensual; victory; return of a son (Ps. 30: 11; 149: 3; 1 Sam. 18: 6, 7; Ex. 32: 19; 2 Sam. 6: 14, 16; Luke 15: 21-25; Matt. 11: 16-17; 14: 6; Judges 11: 34; Lam. 5: 15)

**Drawing:** See also Painting: Covering; regenerate; remodel; renovate; love. (1 Peter 4: 8; Matt. 23: 27; Titus 3: 5; Acts 18: 24)

**Dreaming:** To dream that you are dreaming, a message within a message, instruction from God; revelation of God's will or the future; keep dreamer from some evil; a vision; a deep Spiritual truth. (Gen. 40: 8; 20: 3; 28: 11-22; 37: 5-10; Matt. 1: 20; 27: 13; 19; Judges 7: 13-15)

**Drinking:** Consuming upon own lust; fellowship; as in wine and communion; whether good or evil; drinking in the Holy Spirit; under the power of sorrow; affliction; overcome; idolatry; under a strong delusion; from the blood of the saints (persecution); cup of the crucified life. (Acts 2: 13; Jer. 2: 18; 51: 7; Is. 29: 9-11; 63: 6; Ez. 23: 33; Rev. 14: 8-10; 17: 2, 6; Du. 32: 4; 7; Zech. 9: 15-17)

**Drowning:** See also Flood: Overcome; self-pity; depression; grief; being in debt; suffering; temptation; to backslid. (1 Tim. 6: 9; Rev. 12: 15-16; Is. 61: 3)

**Dying:** These dreams are symbolic of something passing away or departing from your life. * The type of dream may be important to note. Watch though, to see if resurrection is on the other side.

**Eating:** See also Dining Room under House: Experience; covenant; agreement; partake; friendship; fellowship; devour; consume; consuming wisdom; meditation; digesting the Word of God; forbidden fruit; no blood; no unclean foods; gluttony; adoption; must work to eat; respect a brother when choosing food. (Gen. 2: 16-17; Ex. 24: 11; Jer. 15: 16; 52: 33-34; Rev. 10: 9-10; Luke 13: 26; 22: 15-20; Du. 14: 1-29; 20: 14; Matt. 11: 18; Ez. 3: 1-3; John 4: 34; 13: 18; Acts 14: 22; 15: 19-20; Phil. 2: 12; 3: 19; Josh. 9: 14-15; Prov. 30: 20; Rom. 14: 1-23; 2 Thess. 3: 7-10)

**Falling:** Watch for a fall into sin; unsupported; loss of support; trial; succumb; separation from God; backsliding; born in sin; power of God to change; to be depraved; evil heart; corrupted, bondage to satan or/and sin; spiritually blind; Falling and getting up: A righteous man seven times. (John 3: 6; 3: 16; Titus 1: 15; Eph. 4: 18; Heb. 2: 14, 15; Matt. 15: 19; Rom. 3: 12-16; 6: 19; Col. 2: 13; James 1: 2; Prov. 16: 18; 22: 14; 11: 28; 24: 16; Micah 7: 8)

**Feeding:** Also being Fed: To be supplied in a spiritual or supernatural way; narcissism; works that are righteous; basic teaching; change in basic traits of one's nature; to become impure in character. (Rev. 12: 6; 1 Cor. 3: 2; Hos. 12: 1; Matt. 25: 37; Is. 11: 7; Ps. 49: 14)

**Flying:** Spirit; minister; prophet; Holy Spirit; defense and shelter. (Mal. 4: 2; Is. 40: 31; Ex. 19: 4; Ps. 91: 4) Flying dreams deal with your spiritual capacity to rise above problems and difficulties and soar into the heavenly areas.

- These are some of the most inspirational and encouraging in the tone of all dreams. When awakening from a dream where you fly or soar, you often wake up feeling exhilarated- even inebriated- in the Spirit. Ascending type dreams are more unusual yet edifying. Remember we are seated with Christ Jesus in heavenly places.

**Gardening:** Increase; work; ministry; church; pleasant; fruitfulness; prospering; pastime; field of labor. (Gen. 2: 8-10; 4: 2-3; Is. 51: 3; 58: 11; Jer. 2: 21; 1 Tim. 4:14-15)

**Going Through Doors:** these types of dreams may reveal a change is coming:
• New ways, new opportunities and new advancements are on the way.

• Similar to dreams you of doors are dreams including elevators or escalators, which indicate that you are rising higher into your purpose and your calling.

Ironing: Correction; change; sanctification; exhortation; instruction in righteousness; God's discipline; repentance; work

Kicking/Lifting heel = Threatening: betrayal; rebellion; persecution. (John13:18)

Kiss: Agreement; covenant; enticement; betrayal; covenant breaker; deception; seduction; friend. (Ps. 2: 12; Prov. 7: 10, 22-23, 27; 27: 6; Luke 22: 48; 2 Sam. 20: 9-10)

Kneeling: Submission; worship; prayer; total surrender (Dan. 6: 10; Ps. 95: 6; Mark 10: 17; Acts 20: 36)

Laughing: Rejoicing; joy of worship and walk with God; sarcasm (Ps. 59: 8; Job 5: 20; Gen. 18: 11-15; 2 Chron. 30: 10; Prov. 1: 26; 2: 4; 22: 7; 37: 13; 80: 6; 126: 2, 3)

Lifting Hands: Worship and adoration; praise; total surrender. (Ps. 141: 2; Rev. 10: 5; 1 Tim. 2: 8; Neh. 8: 6)

Limping or Unable to Walk: Shortcomings; weakness; inconsistency; not fit for priesthood. (Prov. 26: 7; 2 Sam. 5: 8; Lev. 21: 17-23; Job 29: 15; Is. 35: 6)

Moving: Change in ministry; change in the natural; dissatisfaction with where you are (Ez. 12: 3; Gen. 11: 31; 12: 1-3; Acts 7: 2-4)

Paint: Doctrine, truth or deception.

Painting: Also Drawing: Covering; regenerate; remodel; renovate; love. (1 Peter 4: 8; Matt. 23: 27; Titus 3: 5; Acts 18: 24)

• Artist's paint: Words; illustrative message; eloquent; humorous; articulate.

• House painter's brush: Ministry or minister.

Playing: Worship; idolatry; covetousness; true worship; spiritual warfare; striving; competition (1 Cor. 9: 24; 10: 7; Col. 3: 5)

Playing an Instrument: Prophesying; worship and praising Him; warring in the Spirit; soothing the soul; worship of self; idolatry; activity or action that proceed from the heart; joy; praise; prophesying; ministry of the gifts of the Spirit; temptation to sin; mesmerized; seduced; words are important to know what the message is; entertainment; teaching; admonishing; edifying. (Ez. 33: 32; Dan. 3: 5; Is. 5: 1; Jer. 7: 34; 1 Cor. 9: 24; 10: 7; Gen. 31: 27; Matt. 9: 18, 23; Ex. 15: 20-21; 2 Chron. 5: 11-13; Eph. 5: 19; Col. 3: 16; 3: 5)

Raining: God's blessings; God's Word and Spirit outpoured; life; revival; Holy Spirit; trial; disappointment. (Zech. 10: 1; Is. 55: 10-11; Matt. 7: 27; Jer. 3: 3)

Drought: Blessings withheld because of sin; without God's presence.

Reaping: Fruitfulness for acts; perverse or uprightness deeds being rewarded. Rewarding evil and good, righteousness, harvest. (Rev 14:14-16 1 Cor. 9: 11; Prov. 22: 8; Hos. 8: 7; Gal. 6: 8-9; Lev. 26: 5)
Rending: (as in Garment or Hands): Anger; deep grief; discord and disunity. (Matt. 7: 6; 9: 16; 26: 65; Luke 5: 36; 1 Sam. 28: 17) and Refreshing; ceasing from activity; relaxation; too relaxed; not paying attention; insolent. (Ps. 132: 8, 14; Is. 11: 10; 14: 63: 14; Matt. 11: 28-30)

Rocking: Old; past memories; meditation; rest; retirement; prayer. (Jer. 6: 16)

Rowing: Work; working out life's problems; earnest prayer; spiritual labor (Mark 6: 48; Phil. 2: 30)

Running: Swiftness; striving; working out one's salvation; faith; haste; trial (1 Cor. 9: 24; Jer. 12: 5; Prov. 1: 6; Rev. 9: 9; 1 Cor. 9: 24; Is. 40: 31)

Serving: Serving Others In Your Dream- If you dream of always serving others, it is the spirit of slavery. The witches in your family want you to be a servant to others.

Sex- Whenever you dream of getting married to an unknown man it is a sign of a spiritual marriage. Sometimes it is the ancestral spirit that marries people in the family. It is also initiation into family curses.

Shave- shorn of strength, power. (Job 1:20)

Shower- Toilets, showers, bathtubs etc. … Reveals things that are in the process of being flushed out of your life, cleansed and flushed away

Singing: See also Song and Music: Rejoicing; thanksgiving; prayer; praise; worship of God or of idols. (Ps. 7: 17; 9: 2; 13: 6; 18: 49; 21: 13; 27: 6; James 5: 13; Ex. 15: 1; Is. 12: 5; 23: 16-19)

Sitting: See also Chair and Throne: Power; throne of authority; rulership; Rest; position; concentration; receiving; place of authority; inner court of the temple; throne of God; satanic powers; mercy seat; Kingship of the Lord. (Rev. 13: 2; Ps. 1: 1; 7: 7; Job 23: 3; 2 Chron. 9: 18; 19: 8; Matt. 17: 19; Heb. 9: 5-12; Ex. 25: 22; 29: 42-43; 1 John 2: 2; Num. 7: 89; Rom. 3: 24-25; 2 Cor. 5: 20; 1 Tim. 2: 5)

Skiing: Faith; support by God's power through faith; fast progress (John 6: 19-21; Matt. 14: 29-31)

Sleeping: Indifference; death; rest; unconscious; unaware (hidden or covered); ignorant; danger; laziness; refreshing; spiritual stupor; indifference. (Is. 29: 10; Rom. 13: 11; Ps. 127: 2; Prov. 20: 13)

Overslept: Danger of missing a divine appointment

Smiling: Friendly; kindness; benevolent; good will; without offense; seduction. (Prov. 18: 24)

Sowing: Dispersing seed; seed can be righteous or evil (Gal. 6: 7-8; 2 Cor. 9: 6; Job 4: 8; Ps. 126: 5; Matt. 13: 3-9; 11-33; 37-53; Mark 4: 1-20; Luke 13: 18-19)

Speaking: See Tongue, Voice and Arrows: Thunder; compelling; words of Christ; indication to open the door of our hearts to receive Jesus; sound of many waters; but sheep know HIS voice; sign of a covenant; requires obedience; important to test the spirit by the Word; language; speech; can be used for good or evil; blessings; cursing; something only God can tame; life and death in it's power; can start a fire for good or evil. (Zech. 9:7-8; Is. 7: 16; Rom. 5: 3-4; Col. 2: 8; 1 Tim. 6: 20; Prov. 25: 18-19; Ez. 18: 2; Ps. 11: 2; 45: 5; 64: 3; 76: 3; 91: 5; 119: 9; 127: 4; Jer. 9: 8; Job 6: 4; Du. 32: 23, 42; John 4: 1; 10: 4; Heb. 5: 8; 12: 26; Rev. 1: 15; 3: 20; Is. 66: 6; Matt. 3: 3; Josh 24: 24-25; Gen. 3: 1-19; 22: 6-18; 1)

Sprinkling: Washing for cleansing; consecrating. (1 Peter 1: 2; Lev. 1: 5-11; 14: 7; Heb. 9: 13)

Standing: Incomplete task; virtue; standing on or committed to a point of view or belief. (Acts 7: 55-56; Heb. 10: 11; Eph. 6: 13)
**Straight:** Sitting, Standing or Walking: Going in the right direction; not crooked spiritually; unyielding. (Heb. 12: 13; Matt. 3: 3; Ps. 5: 8; Luke 3: 4-5)

**Stammering:** When you dream of stammering, it's a sign that the devil has attacked the power of your words. It also indicates that your words are being attacked in the spirit world.

**Stumbling:** Barrier in the way preventing the truth; sin; backslide; mistake; become deceived; to be overcome; ignorance. (Jer. 50: 32; Rom. 11: 9; Is. 5: 24; Ex. 15: 7; 1 Cor. 1: 23; 8: 9; 1 Peter 2: 8; Prov. 3: 23)

**Suicide:** Self destructive; self-hatred; grief; remorse; foolish action. (Ecc. 7: 16; Matt. 27: 5)

**Sweating:** The effort of man; fleshly works; striving in the flesh (Gen. 3: 19; Luke 22: 44)

**Sweeping:** Cleaning house (own tent, tabernacle that the Holy Spirit lives in); repentance; change; actively taking barriers down; admonishment of sinners. (Is. 28: 17; Eph. 4: 31; 2 Cor. 7: 1; 2 Cor. 7: 11; 1 Tim. 5: 20)

**Swimming:** Conducting spiritual activity; worship; gifts of the Spirit being applied; service to God; prophecy in operation. (Ez. 47: 5; Eph. 3: 8)

**Swimming Pool:** Spiritual place or condition; church; home; family; God's blessings.

  - Dirty or Dry: Corrupt or destitute spiritual condition; backslide.

**Swinging:** Peaceful; rest; quietness; romance; fellowship. (Is. 30: 15)

**Swinging High:** Danger; thrill seeking; immorality; infidelity

**Tasting:** Experience; discern; try; test; judge. (Ps. 34: 8; 119: 103; Heb. 2: 9; 6: 4; Ex. 16: 31; John 2: 9; Matt. 27: 34)

**Upward Motion:** Also see Tower, Mountain, Hill, Skyscraper, and Elevator: Prophetic church of great revelation; high places; above earthly experience; higher spiritual things; spiritual ascension; pride; self-exaltation; strength; protection; safety; Tower of Babel; dominance; control; obstacle; Jesus returning from the heavens to earth; symbolic of victory; Jesus being lifted up on the cross; wisdom that comes from above; Mt. Zion; sacrifice of worship; Mt. Sinai and the Ark of the Covenant in the Temple; Songs of ascent unto Him; Mt. Carmel; Beatitudes in the Sermon on the Mount. (Acts 1: 13-14; 20: 7-8; Ps. 31: 3; 103: 11; 144: 2; 1 Sam. 9: 12-14; Matt 5; 1 Kings 18; John 3: 7; James 3: 15, 17; Heb. 1: 3; 1 Thess. 4: 13-18; 1 Kings 12: 31; Prov. 18: 19; Is. 30: 25)

**Urinating:** If full, pressure; compelling urge; temptation, repentance; if infection or cancer: offense or enmity. (Prov. 17: 14; 1 Sam. 25: 22)

**Walking:** Progress; living in the Spirit; living in sin; the conduct of the dreamer or their lifestyle and actions (Gal. 5: 16-25; Eph. 4: 17; 1 John 1: 6-7; 2 Cor. 5: 7)

  - Difficult walking: Trials; opposition.

**Warring:** Total destruction; death; great ruin; prayer and worship; final war in heaven and in earth. (Rev. 12: 7-17; 17: 14; 19: 11-19; 1 Peter 2: 11; 1 Tim. 1: 18; James 4: 1-2; 2 Cor. 10: 3; Eph. 6: 10-18; 2 Chron. 20) - Cleansing from sin and the filth of this world (John 9: 7; 13: 5-14; Lev. 1: 13-19)
Wind Blowing: See also Clouds, Thunder, Tornado, Storm and Whirlwind: Powers of God or Satan; breathe of life; spirit or doctrine; Holy Spirit; demonic or strong opposition; empty words such as boasting; vanity; calamity; God's adjudication and correction and quota or portion; demise and failure of man; false teaching. (Eph. 4: 14; John 3: 8; Acts 2: 2-4; Job 1: 12, 19; 8: 2; Prov. 25: 14; Ez. : 10; Eph. 4: 14; Is. 32: 2; Hos. 8: 7; 13: 15)

Wrestling: Striving; deliverance; resistance; persistence; trial; tribulation; controlling spirit (in a person); attempting to gain control. (Gen. 32: 24-28; Eph. 6: 12; 2 Tim. 2: 24)
Interpreting Body Parts

Ankle: When dreaming of an ankle the bible describes this as having faith and receiving strength.

- Positive: Dreaming of an ankle could represent having faith in a certain situation or showing faithfulness in the church or one’s personal life. (Ezekiel 47:3)
- Negative: Ankles in a dream could represent in a dream a lack of faith in one’s spiritual life. This could also represent growth issues or an hindrance because lack of guidance in one’s life.

Arm: When dreaming of an arm the bible describes this as Jesus reaching out to help or show mercy.

- Positive: Dreaming of an arm could represent Jesus strength and His help in time of need. This could also represent being delivered or having victory over a situation. (Titus 1:7; Psalm 136:12; Isaiah 53:1)
- Negative: An arm in a dream could represent God’s anger or it could represent lack of faith and weakness in one’s life. (Jeremiah 17:5)

Belly: When dreaming of a belly the bible describes this as being one’s own spirit or heart.

- Positive: Dreaming of a belly could represent one’s heart or desire for God’s will and purpose for their lives.
- Negative: A belly could represent in a dream selfishness and/or self-worship. This could also represent being spiritually sick or one’s lust after their own glory.

Eyes: When dreaming of an eye the bible describes this as being the doorway to the soul.

- Positive: Dreaming of an eye could represent a desire or covetousness for God’s heart. This could also represent understanding or being enlightened of God’s law or will for one’s life. (Proverbs 23:5; Psalm 101:3; Ephesians 1:18)
- Negative: Eyes could represent in a dream being envious of other’s possessions. This could also represent deceitful and evil desires of one’s heart. If the eye is injured or closed this could represent one being self centered or being willfully ignorant and not believing in truth. (Luke 11:34; Proverbs 6:13, 27:20; Acts 17:30; Isaiah 44:18)

Face: When dreaming of a face the bible describes this as being made in His image and after His likeness.

- Positive: Dreaming of a face could represent one’s own heart, as in water face answered face, so the heart of man to the heart of man. (Proverbs 27:19)
- Negative: Seeing a face in a dream could represent being shameful of the true nature of one’s heart. This could also represent a fear of rejection or being judged. (Genesis 10:9)

Feet: When dreaming of feet the bible describes this as an act or gesture of humility.

- Positive: Dreaming of feet this could represent one’s heart and their thoughts toward a person or certain situation.(Ephesians 6:15)
Negative: To dream of feet this could represent being immature or unwise in a certain situation. This could also represent a lack of compassion or stubbornness towards the church. If the feet are diseased this could represent an offense towards God or fellow brethren. Bare or kicking feet could represent not being prepared and being easily offended. This could also represent not being protected and rebellion against authority. Proverbs 25:19; Acts 9:5; 2 Chronicles 16:10,12)

**Fingers:** When dreaming of fingers the bible describes this as being the spirit or conviction of God.

- Positive: Dreaming of a finger could represent being sensitive to receive direction or instruction in one’s spiritual or natural life. (Exodus 31:18)
- Negative: A pointing finger could represent either being accused or the dreamer accusing others. (Isaiah 2:8; 58:9; Luke 11:20)

**Hair:** When dreaming of hair the bible describes this as being a covering or one’s glory, as in if a woman has long hair it is a glory to her; for her hair is given for a covering.

- Positive: Dreaming of hair could represent a covering or covenant. If the hair is growing back this could represent restoring a covenant. This could also represent if the hair is being shaved a cleansing or removing of filthiness of flesh or carnal mind. (1Corinthians 11:5; Numbers 8:7)
- Negative: To dream of hair being cut could represent breaking a religious traditions or covenants. If a man has long hair in a dream this could represent rebellion and defiance towards God and/or man. (Judges 16:17)

**Hands:** When dreaming of hands the bible describes this as being works or deeds, as in their idols are silver and gold, the work of men’s hands.

- Positive: Dreaming of hands could represent if the hands are raised worshiping or surrendering one’s will or heart to the Lord. To shake someone’s hand in a dream could represent a covenant or agreement being made. (Psalm 128:2; 1Timothy 2:8)
- Negative: Hands in a dream could represent a spiritual warfare or having idolatry in one’s heart. If one’s hands are covering the face this could represent guilt or shame of a certain situation or a hidden grief. To dream of hands trembling this could represent a spiritual weakness or fear. To have clichéd fist in a dream could represent fighting or anger towards God and/or man. To have outstretched hands could represent helplessness and in need of God’s mercy and protection. (Proverbs 22:26; Psalm 28:4, 115:4; Jeremiah 2:37)

**Head:** When dreaming of a head the bible describes this as being the head or having authority, as in the head of every man is Christ.

- Positive: Dreaming of a head could represent submitting to authority and God’s government. (Isaiah 9:15; 1Corinthians 11:3)
- Negative: Dreaming of a head could represent power and authority being broken. (1Samuel 17:51)

**Knees:** When dreaming of a knee the bible describes this as submitting to God’s spirit as in every knee shall bow.

- Positive: Dreaming of a knee could represent to serve or worship God in spirit and in truth. This could also represent to submit and obey to the word and law of God. (Romans 14:11; Ezekiel 47:4)
Negative: Knees in a dream could represent being stubborn or having idols before God. (Romans 11:4)

**Loins**: When dreaming of loins the bible describes this as reproduction as in for he was yet in the loins of his father.

- Positive: Dreaming of loins could represent truth as in stand therefore having your loins girt about with truth. (Ephesians 6:14; Hebrews 7:10; 1Peter 1:13)
- Negative: Loins could represent having an offense towards loved one’s or God.

**Neck**: When dreaming of a neck the bible describes this as being a placement of honor or respect, as in so shall they be life unto thy soul and grace unto thy neck.

- Positive: Dreaming of a neck could also represent authority or to rule as in And Pharaoh took off his ring from his hand, and put it upon Joseph's hand, and arrayed him in vesture of fine linen, and put a gold chain about his neck. (Genesis 41:24)
- Negative: A neck could also represent unbelief or being stubborn as in, “But they obeyed not, neither inclined their ear, but made their neck stiff, that they might not hear, nor receive instruction. (Jeremiah 17:3)

**Nose**: When dreaming of a nose the Bible usually describes this as being nosy or a busybody in other men’s matters.

- Positive: God love puts a ring in one’s nose, and fine jewelry (Ez. 16:9-14)
- Negative: Dreaming of a nose could represent strife or trouble in one’s life as in the wringing of the nose bringeth forth blood: so the forcing of wrath bringeth forth strife. (Proverbs 30:33; 1Peter 4:15)

**Shoulders**: When dreaming of shoulders the bible describes this as being responsibility as in For unto us a child is born, unto us a son is given: and the government shall be upon his shoulder.

- Positive: Dreaming of shoulders could represent God’s government or responsibility as in when much is given, much is required. (Luke 12:48; Isaiah 9:6; Psalm 81:6)
- Negative: Shoulders in a dream could represent being stubborn or tired. If the shoulders are drooped down this could represent being overburdened with life or feeling discouraged and helpless. To dream of bare female shoulders could represent being seduced or tempted in to sin, witchcraft. (Zechariah 7:11)

**Teeth**: When dreaming of teeth the bible describes this as either gaining or losing wisdom depending on the condition of the teeth.

- Positive: Dreaming of teeth could represent working out own salvation as in but we glory in tribulations also knowing tribulation worketh patience and experience. If the teeth are false this could represent replacing wisdom or gaining wisdom through previous failures. To see teeth being brushed could represent a cleansing of one’s mindsets. (Psalm 119:9; Zechariah 9:7-8; Romans 5:3-4)
- Negative: To dream of animal teeth this could represent danger in one’s spiritual or personal life. This could also represent immaturity or being without knowledge if the teeth are baby teeth. To have a toothache in a dream this could represent a trail or trouble in one’s life. This could also represent gaining wisdom through a trail. If teeth are chipping this could represent learning obedience through suffering. (Proverbs 25:19; Hebrews 5:8; Ezekiel 18:2; Colossians 2:8)
Interpreting Colors

To dream in color or a color to stand out in a dream symbolizes different characters of the Lord. Many of the colors you can see in heaven and their symbolism are the same. Colors can represent different moods of God or His outlook on your position. A few colors could mean a visitation from the Lord.

Amber – When dreaming of the color amber the bible describes this color as being fire, which represents God’s glory, the brilliance of His presence and His judgments. This dream may also be indicating that the dreamer or someone in the dream is receiving a visitation from the Lord.

- **Positive:** This color in a dream could represent the fire of God revealing Himself in a more intimate and personal way. The bible also illustrates amber as being the color of fire which consumes or devours but will not burn. (For our God is a consuming fire.) (Ezekiel 1:4; 1:27-28; 8:2; II Corinthians 4:6, Revelation 21:23; Hebrews 12:29)
- **Negative:** The color amber could represent God’s fury, judgments and rebukes toward one’s life or ministry because of sinful nature and wicked heart. (To render His anger with fury and His rebukes with flames of fire.) (Genesis 19:24, II Kings 1:10-14, Isaiah 66:15, II Thessalonians 1:7-8)

Black – When dreaming of the color black the bible describes this color as being the presence and secret place of the Father. It also shows this color as being ‘comely’ as in lovely or beautiful.

- **Positive:** This color could symbolize in a dream the presence of the Father (and Moses drew near unto the thick darkness where God was) or it could also represent a darkened beauty (I am black but comely). To dream of black hair this could symbolize being healed or cleansed in one’s personal life or ministry. (Ps. 18: 9, 11; 97:2; Song of Songs 1:5; Leviticus 13:37)
- **Negative:** Dreaming of the color black could represent a lack of substance or spiritual nourishment as in famine. (Our skin was black like an oven because of the terrible famine.) The bible also illustrates this color as being the judgments of God because of one’s sin or deceitful lifestyle. This color may also denote being ominous or evil towards God or an individual in one’s life or ministry. To see sackcloth in a dream could represent a spiritual or natural mourning. (Rev. 6: 5-6, 12; Lam. 4:8, 5:10; Jer. 8: 21, 14:21; Ex. 20: 21; Zeph. 1: 15; Joel 2: 2; 1 Kings 18:45; Nahum 2:10)

Blue – When dreaming of the color blue the bible describes this color as being one of the royal and heavenly colors. It also illustrates in the bible that the Lord told Israel to bid which means to put on the fringes of their clothing a blue cord to remember His commandments. The bible also refers the color blue as being God’s spirit or word.

- **Positive:** This color could symbolize having a heavenly visitation from the Lord and the dreamer may receive a divine revelation through spiritual gifts. Dreaming of the color blue could represent being chastened by the Father, for the blueness of a wound cleanseth away evil. It could in one context mean water, to cleanse or to drink freely by the spirit. (If any man thirst let him come unto me and drink.) (II Chronicles 3:14; Numbers 4:5-7, 15:38-40; Exodus 26:1, 27:16, 28:8, 31; Esther 8:15; Proverbs 20:30)
- **Negative:** To dream of the color blue may also mean to be corrupted or dishonest through vanity and having idols before God. Blue could also mean being depressed (as in singing the blues’). (Jeremiah 10:8-9, Ezekiel 23:3-8)
Brown – When dreaming of the color brown the bible describes this as being dead, without spirit (as dead as grass is brown).

- Positive: This color could represent being born again in the spirit realm. It could represent repenting of all sins and iniquities.

- Negative: This color could represent in a dream being without God’s guidance or spirit. Brown also could represent being dead spiritually. (1 Peter 1: 24; Ps. 37: 2)

Crimson – When dreaming of the color crimson the bible describes this color as being the shed of Christ blood for the remission of sins, (for the blood is the life). The bible also illustrates this color as fine materials.

- Positive: This color could represent in a dream a covenant being restored (as in Behold the blood of the covenant, which the LORD hath made with you). Crimson could also represent a covering or sacrifice (as in, and when I see the blood, I will pass over you; and the plague shall not be on you to destroy). It could also symbolize being cleansed from sin (though your sin be red like crimson, they shall be white as wool). (Genesis 9:4-5; Deuteronomy 12:23; Hebrews 9:22; I John 1:7; Revelation 1:5; Matthew 26:28; Romans 5:9)

- Negative: Dreaming of the color crimson could represent shedding of blood which could symbolize spiritual warfare. (I Kings 2:5; I Chronicles 22:8)

Gray – When dreaming of the color gray the bible describes this as dignity and honor.

- Positive: This color could mean in a dream if the hair is gray, being wise or having wisdom in a certain area or situation in one’s natural or spiritual life. (Proverbs 16:31)

- Negative: Dreaming of the color gray could symbolize weakness or lack of direction in one’s life. This color may also denote the dreamer cannot decide upon a path to take, as in unclear or hazy. Gray could also represent a hidden deception or being deceived by a false doctrine. (Hosea 7:9)

Green – When dreaming of the color green the bible describes this color as growth and maturity. The bible also illustrates this color as being vegetation for man and beast.

- Positive: This color could represent in a dream a natural or spiritual rest in the Lord or a renewal in one’s life (As in, He maketh me to lie down in green pastures, He restoreth my soul). (Ps. 23: 2; Hosea 14:8; Ezekiel 17:24; Job 15:31-32)

- Negative: Dreaming of the color green could represent a weakness in one’s natural or spiritual life. It could also denote immaturity or inexperience in one’s life or a certain situation. This color in a dream could also symbolize being envious of one’s possession or one’s lifestyle. This could be causing your relationship with the Lord to wither. (1 Peter 1: 24; Job 15:31-32; Isaiah 15:6)

Orange – When dreaming about the color orange the bible describes this color as being of fire.

- Positive: This color could represent in a dream the dreamer being purified or perfected under fire or persecution. (Prov. 6:27)

- Negative: Dreaming of the color orange could represent being in great jeopardy or danger. This color could mean in a dream an evil force is trying to harm one’s spiritual or natural life. (Luke 12:49-53; Mathew 5:22)
**Pink** – When dreaming of the color pink this could symbolize a blending of colors such as white for purity and red for the blood of Jesus. This color could also represent in a dream being sensual or sensuous.

- **Positive:** This color could represent in a dream the Lord taking away your stony hard heart and giving you a heart of flesh. This color could symbolize in a dream being morally pure or chaste in one’s natural or spiritual life. (2 Corinthians 11:2; Ezekiel 36:26)

- **Negative:** This color also means that you may have a watered down gospel and a lack of passion for the word of God.

**Purple** – When dreaming of the color purple the bible describes this color as being of royalty and kingship. It is also illustrates in the bible purple used for the color of royal robes and the garments of wealth.

- **Positive:** This color could represent in a dream a high ranking in one’s spiritual or natural life. Purple can also denote a zeal or compassion for the word of God. (Judges 8: 26; John 19: 2, 5; Acts 16:14)

- **Negative:** Dreaming of the color purple could represent the corruption of riches and royalty but in mockery (as in, and they clothed him with purple, and platted a crown of thorns, and put it about his head). This color could also represent in a dream to beware of scribes, which could mean people who lead others to destruction. (Rev. 17: 4; Is. 6: 5-7; Luke 20:46)

**Red** – When dreaming of the color red the bible describes this color as being natural objects such as Jacob’s stew and Judah’s eyes. It also illustrates in the bible the color red as the color of blood which often symbolizes life.

- **Positive:** This color could represent in a dream overcoming or being victorious in one’s spiritual or natural life. It could also mean being covered or washed in the blood of Jesus. (Nahum 2:3; Isaiah 63:2)

- **Negative:** Dreaming of the color red could symbolize a struggle or battle in one’s spiritual or natural life. This color may also represent in a dream vengeance towards the dreamer or the person that is in the dream. Red could also denote being tempted by sin or becoming ill because of disobedience. (II Kings 3:22; Nahum 2:3, Isaiah 63:2; Revelation 12:3; Leviticus 13:19;49 Genesis 25:30; Proverbs 23:31; Proverbs 23:29)

**White** – When dreaming of the color white the bible describes this color as being refined, righteous and heavenly. The bible also illustrates the Lord’s throne being of white (And I saw a great white throne and him that sat on it). (Is. 1: 18; Dan. 7: 9; John 4: 35; Mark 16: 4)

- **Positive:** This color could represent being cleansed, innocent without spot or blemish (as in I shall be clean: wash me, and I shall be whiter than snow). White could also represent truth and victory in one’s natural or spiritual life. Having a dream with white in it could represent a rebirth or a fresh view on life. (Revelation 6:2; 19:11, 14; Is. 1: 18)

- **Negative:** The antichrist will come on a white horse to deceive the world (Rev. 6:2). Also Leviathan appears to be “white” which is a projected, but phony righteousness (Isaiah 27:1).

**Yellow** – When dreaming of the color yellow the bible describes this color as having a spirit of wisdom and the Glory of God.
Positive: This color could represent a gift from or of God (as in a prudent wife is a gift from the Lord). Yellow could also symbolize in a dream a marriage covenant, family or to be honored or having honor in one’s natural or spiritual life. It could also represent your understanding for the word of God and your strong desire to seek wisdom. (Ps. 68:13; Proverbs 19:14)

Negative: Dreaming of the color yellow could represent a deceitful gift or some sort of illness if your hair is yellow (as in a yellow thin hair; then the priest shall pronounce him unclean: it [is] a dry scale, [even] leprosy upon the head or beard). This color could also denote a cowardliness or fear in one’s spiritual or natural life.
Interpreting Vehicles

Dreams of Various Vehicles: These indicate that you have a calling on your life that will carry you from one point to another.

Cars, planes, buses may be symbols of the type or even the size or type of ministry you will be engaged in. That’s why there are different kinds of vehicles.

- Note the color of the vehicle, if it is a car, what is the make and model?
- Observe who is driving it.
- Do you know the person?
- Is it someone from your past?
- If the driver is faceless, this may refer to a person who will appear sometime in your future or that the Holy Spirit is your driving guide.
Interpreting Miscellaneous

**Acid / bitter**: offense; carrying a grudge; hatred; sarcasm. (Acts 8:23; Hebrews 12:15)

**Adultery-Sin**: Idolatry; pornography  Dishonor of marriage vows. (Ezekiel 23: 45; James 4:4; Eccl. 7:26; Proverbs 30:20; Matthew 5:28)

**Alabaster Box**: perfume vase, fragrance of Jesus Christ’s sacrifice and brokenness. (Mt 26:7; Luke 7:37; Mark 14:3)

**Algum**: temple timber, Jesus Christ’s humanity, red sandal wood. (Kings 10:11-12; 2 Chron. 2:8; 9:10-11)

**Almond**: wakeful, hastening tree, Christ in resurrection (Jer. 1:11; Num. 17:8; Ex 25:33-34; 1 Cor. 15:20-23)

**Aloes**: symbols of fragrance. (Ps 45:8; Pro 7:17; John 19:39)

**Altar**: stone, brass, gold, death, incense, place of sacrifice and slaughter, high lifted up. (Ex 30:1-10; Rev 8:3; Gen 8:20; Ex 20:24-26; 2 Kings 11:18)

**Amber**: presence and Glory of God in judgment (Ezk 1:4, 27; 8:2)

**Amethyst**: 12 stones in high priest breastplate, royal priesthood. (Rev 21:20; 28:19, 39:12)

**Anchor**: security, hope, safety (Heb. 6:18-19; Acts 27:29, 30, 40)

**Ankles**: Faith: Weak Ankles= weak faith; unsupported; undependable. (Ezekiel 47:3)

**Anoint**: set aside for service, sanctification. (Judges 9:15; 1 Sam 15:1; 1 Sam 15:1; Ex 28:41)

**Antiques**: Past: Inherited from our forefathers (good or evil); memories. (Jeremiah 6:16)

**Apparel**: man’s covering. (Isa 63:1-3; Rev 19:7-8)

**Apples**: Words; sin; temptation; appreciation (as in giving a teacher an apple); fruit of the Spirit. (Proverbs 25:11; Genesis 3:6; Matthew 12:33-34; Galatians 5:22-23; Prov. 25:11; Joel 1:12; Duet. 32:10)

**Ark/Covenant**: throne and presence of God, humanity and deity in Christ, Mediator. (Heb 1:3; 10:12; 12:24)

**Arm-Strength or weakness**: Savior; deliverer; helper; aid reaching out (showing mercy); striker. (Isaiah 53:1; Psalm 136:12; Titus 1:7; Jeremiah 17:5)

**Armies**: good or evil, spiritual power and strength. (Rev 19:14-19; 9:1-13; Zec 6:1-8; Joel 1:4)

**Armor**: divine equipment for warfare. (Romans 13:12; Eph 6:10-18)

**Arrow**: silent judgments, swift. (Ps 18:14; Job 6:4; 2 Kings 13:14)
Ashes: Memories (that which has been reduced to ashes remains only in memory): Repentance; ruin; destruction. Mourning, sorrow, desolation. (Isaiah 58:5; Mal 4:3; Mt 11:21; Job 13:12; Job 42:6)

Atom Bomb-Power: Holy Spirit outpouring (the atom bomb is both a sign of the last days and a parable of God’s mighty power); miracle power; sudden destruction. (Acts 1:8; Acts 2:17,19; 1 Thessalonians 5:3.)

Atonement- Calvary, wrath, redemption, appeasement of God’s wrath. (Lev. 17:11-14; Rev. 5:9-10)

Autumn-End: Completion; change; repentance. (Isaiah 64:6; Jeremiah 8:20)

Axe-Word: Gospel; preaching; exhorting others; rebuke; repentance (Matthew 3:10; Proverbs 27:17; Ecclesiastes 10:10)

Awl- ear-mark of the love slave. (Ex 21:1-6; Jer. 51:20; Matt 3:10; Luke 3:9)

Balance- just weight in judgment, honesty. (Prov 11:1; 16:11; Dan 5:27; Job 31:6)

Baldness- humility, weakness. (Jer 47:4-5, 48:27; Lev 13:42-44; Prov 11:1, 16:11)

Balm- healing ministry. (Jer 8:22, 46:1)

Banner- standard exalted high. (Is 13:2)

Banqueting - festival time

Barley- Passover, lowliness, low reputation, poverty. (Ruth 1:22; Num 5:15; Hos 3:2; Judges 7:12)

Barrenness: productivity. (Ps 107:34; Is 2:5)

Baseball Cards- Hero Worship: Esteem for another person (proper or improper) (1 Thessalonians 5: 13; 1 Samuel 17:4)

Basket: life’s provision. (Matt 10, 15:37, 16:9)

Bathing-Cleansing: Sanctification; repentance; temptation. (Psalms 51:2-3; Ephesians 5:25-26; 2 Samuel 11:2)

Beam: support rafter, strength. (Matt 7:3)

Beard-Covering: Humanity; relating to the heart, rough unshaven face= spiritual neglect or uncleanness; coarse or harsh personality. (Leviticus 21: 5)

Bed: Rest: Salvation; meditation; intimacy; peace; covenant (as in marriage), or an evil covenant (as in natural or spiritual adultery); self-made (harmful) conditions (as in You made your bed, now sleep in it!) (Psalm 4:4; Isaiah 28:18-20; Hebrews 13:4)

Bells- Sign indicating: 1 change (as in the times are changing) 2. God’s Presence (as in the manifestation of the Spirit; the gift of tongues) 3. Vanity (when used as jewelry); pride (Exodus 28:34; 1 Corinthians 13:1; 1 Corinthians 14:22; Isaiah 3:16)

Belly-Spirit: Desire; lust; heart; feelings; selfishness; self-worship; sickness. (John 7:38; Proverbs 26:22; Philippians 3:19)
**Bestiality**-Inordinate Lust: Unnatural, deviant sex acts (as in oral or anal sex); obscene. (Leviticus 18:23; 1 Thessalonians 4:3-5)

**Bikini-Uncovered**: Carnal; seduction; temptation; insufficient covering. (Isaiah 47:3)

**Bind**: subdue, conquering. (Matt 16:19; Acts 22:4; Dan 3:20)

**Bingo**-Winner or Correct: Sudden victory; correct answer, idea or understanding. (1 Corinthians 9:24; Matthew 16:15-16)

**Binoculars-Insight**: Understanding; prophetic vision; future event. NOT Focused (Blurred) Without understanding; future event. (John 16:13; 2 Corinthians 3:13)

**Bleeding**-Wounded: hurt, naturally or emotionally; spiritually dying; offended; in strife; gossip; unclean. (Psalm 147:3; Proverbs 18:8)

**Blemish**- imperfections of human nature. (2 Peter 2:13; Lev. 21:18)

**Blind-Ignorance**: Unseeing; without understanding; foolish; self-justification and self-righteousness; hatred; sealed; unlearned. (Matthew 15:14; Revelation 3:17; Matthew 23:26; 2 Peter 1:9; 1 John 2:11)

**Blood-Life of the Flesh**: Covenant; murder; defiled; unclean; pollution; purging; testimony; witness; guilt. (Leviticus 17:11; Deuteronomy 27:25; Leviticus 15:19; Ezekiel 33:8)

**Blindness**- lack of discernment, insight, ignorance (Romans 11:25; Is 6:10; Matt 15:14)

**Blood Transfusion-Change**: Regeneration; salvation; deliverance. (Titus 3:5; Romans 12:2)

**Body Odor**-Uncleanness: Bad attitude; filthiness of the flesh; rejected. (James 4:8; 2 Corinthians 7:1; James 1:21; Ecclesiastes 10:1)

**Bones-Spirit**: Condition of the heart; death; that which is eternal. (Matthew 23:27; Ezekiel 37:11; Proverbs 17:22; Revelation 20:12; Malachi 3:16; 2 Corinthians 3:2)

**Book**- reading, eating of the book, human thought, divine revelation (Rev 10; Ez. 3)

**Bottle**- source of supply, sustenance (Mark 2:22; Matt 9:17)

**Bow/Arrows**-Words or persons: Accusations; slander; gossip; prayer; deliverance. Bow=Tongue; Power.

- **Quiver**=Heart. Arrows=Words. Judgment. (Psalms 38:2; Psalm 64:3; Psalms 11:2; Proverbs 25:1, 2 Kings 13:17; Isaiah 49:2)

**Boxing**-Striving: Preaching; deliverance; trail; tribulation. (2 Timothy 4:7, 1 Corinthians 9:25-26)

**Bracelet**: betrothal, pledge. (Is 3:19; 2 Kings 13:14-19)

**Bramble**: fruitlessness, curse. (Is 34:13; Luke 6:44)

**Bread-Life or Word**: Doctrine; covenant; the Church; substance; provision (money, food, etc.) (Matthew 4:4; Judges 7:13-14; John 13:18; 2 Thessalonians 3:8; Matt 6:11)

**Bread, Moldy**: Unfit: Tradition; without revelation; stale; defiled. (Joshua 9:5; Malachi 1:7; 1 Corinthians 5:8, Matthew 15: 2-3, 6)
Breastplate: defense. (Eph. 6:14)

Breathe: active life. (Dan 5:23)

Brick: slavery and works of men, imitation stone. (Gen 11:3)

Bridge: Support or way: Faith; trail (of faith); joined.

Bridle: control, restraint. (Ps 32:9)

Briers-Snare: Obstacle; hindrance; trail; wicked person; rejected; cursed.
(Isaiah 32:13, Micah 7:4, Hebrews 6:8). False teachings, punishment, prickles. (Judge 8:7-16, Heb. 6:8)

Broom-Cleaning or Witchcraft: Clean house (put away sin). {manipulation and control}
(John 2:15, Galatians 5:19-20)

Bubble Gum-Childish: Foolishness; immaturity. (Proverbs 15:14, Proverbs 22:15)

Butter-Works: Doing (or not doing) the Word or will of God. Deceptive motives, words, or works:
smooth talker; deceiver. (Psalm 55:21, Proverbs 30:33, Heb. 5:12-14, Isaiah 7:15)

Cake- divine food. (Jer. 7:18)
- Unleavened cake—offering without sin.
- Leavened cake—offering permeated by sinfulness of man.

Calendar-Time: Date; event; appointment. (Hosea 6:11)

Candle-light, the spirit of man, the spirit of God, the Word of God. (Rev 4:5)

Candlestick- Christ and the church. (Matt 5:15)

Cards-Facts: Honesty (as in putting all your cards on the table); truth; expose or reveal; dishonesty;
deranged dealing; cheating; wisdom (as in knowing when to hold and when to fold). (Romans 12:17)

Carnival-Worldly: Festivity; party spirit; exhibitionism; divination; competition.

Cassia- suffering, fragrance through crushing. (Ps 45:8)

Chair-Rest or position: Quietness; position of authority (as in chair of a board meeting).
(Isaiah 30:15, Matthew 23:6)

Check (Bank)-Faith (the currency of the Kingdom of God): Provision; trust. Bad Check=Fraud;
decception; hypocrisy; lack of faith or prayer.

Cheese-Works: Doing (or not doing) the Word or will of God.
(1 Peter 2:2, John 4:34, Job 10:10)

Chewing-Meditate (as in, let me chew on that awhile): Receiving wisdom and understanding. Chewing
Bubble Gum=childishness; foolishness. Chewing Tough Meat=hard saying or difficult work. (1 Timothy
4:15, Psalm 49:3, Proverbs 24:9)
Choking-hindrance: Stumbling over something (as in too much to swallow); hatred or anger (as in I could choke him!); unfruitful (as in the weeds choked the tomatoes). (Mark 4:19)

Christmas-Gift: Season of rejoicing; spiritual gifts; a surprise; good will; benevolence; commercialism. (Luke 11:13, 1 Corinthians 14:1, John 4:24, Mark 7:7)

Cinnamon- fragrance (Prov. 7:17)

Circle- endlessness, eternity, timeless (Ps 19:6)

Cistern- man’s water supply (Jer. 2:13)

Clay- weakness of mankind, frailty of human flesh (Is 64:8)

Clock-Time: Late; early; delay. Grandfather Clock = past

Closet-Private: Personal; prayer; secret sin (as in skeletons in the closet); something hidden. (Matthew 6:6, Luke 8:17, Luke 12:2)


Clouds-Change or Covering: Trouble; distress; threatening; thoughts (of trouble); confusion; hidden; covered. White Clouds=Good change; glory revival. (Zephaniah 1:15, Zechariah 10:1.) Provision, oversight, guidance, divine covering (Ex 13:21, 22)

Cloven- separation from the world in earth walk (Lev 11:3,7)

Cluster- new wine, a company (Rev 14:18)

Coal- good or evil burning fire (Is 47:14)

Coat-Covering: Anointing; authority; protection; grief; shame; confusion. Shirt=Covering as pertaining o the heart: i.e., righteousness or sin. Without a Shirt (male or female)=self-righteousness (self-justification); legalism; shame, temptation. (2 Kings 2:14-15, Psalm 109:17-19, Psalm 109:29)

Coffee-Bitter or Stimulant: Desire for revenge (bitter envying); bitter memories; wake-up call; become sober.

Commandments- law of God. (Ex 19:7)

Conies- wisdom in hiding (Ps 104:18)

Cord- binding power. (Proverbs 5:22)

Corn- harvest increase and blessing (Is 28:28)

Cornerstone- alignment, foundation (Matt 21:42)

Cornet- gathering together, calling. (Dan 3:5-15)
Cornucopia (Horn of Plenty)-Abundance: Abundance without measure or limitation; goodness without limitation; (Deuteronomy 28:2,4-5; Galatians 5:22-23; Ephesians 3:20; Psalm 25:13; Amos 6:4)

Crane- loneliness, mourning (Is 38:14)

Crimson: suffering, sacrifice. (Jer. 4:30)

Crooked: not straight, twisted. (Job 26:13)

Cross Roads-Decision: Confusion; choice; job change; career change; geographical move. Right Turn=Natural change. Left Turn=Spiritual change. (Luke 18:18, 22-23)

Crown-Authority or Reward: Rule; honor; glory; power; promotion. (2 Kings 11:12, 1 Peter 5:4; Eternal life Rev 6:2)

Crystal ball-Vision: Future; divination; fortune telling; prediction. (Jeremiah 14:14, Acts 16:16)

Cumin: seed life. (Matt 23:23)

Cup: death and evil, health, life. (John 18:11)

Cymbal- praise, worship (Ps 150:5)

Dam-Power: Potential; reserve; source of (or potential for) great power; block; restriction; hindrance; a way over a obstacle (as a hunter crossing a stream on a beaver dam). (Joshua 3:16)

Dancing-Worship: Idolatry; prophesying (true or false); joy; romance; seduction; lewdness. (Exodus 32:19, 1 Corinthians 10:7)

Darkness- blindness, ignorance, sorrow, distress (John 8:12)

Daylight: Knowledge; truth; manifest; good; evil revealed. (Genesis 1:4-5, 1 Corinthians 3:13, Ephesians 5:13; period of time, space. Gen 2:4)

Deaf: physical or spiritually, inattentiveness. (Is 29:18)

Death-Termination: Repentance; loss; sorrow; failure; separation; the end of a relationship; physical death, when naturally interpreted. (John 12:24, 1 Cor 15:31, Hebrews 2:14, Isaiah 26:14)

Desert-Barren: Unproductive; dry; spiritual waste land; without hope. (Psalm 107:4-5)

Diamond-Hard: Unchangeable; hardheaded; hardhearted; eternal (as in a diamond is forever). Gift of the Spirit; something valuable or precious (Ezekiel 3:8-9, Zechariah 7:12, Proverbs 17:8)

Disease: sinfulness, calamity. (Eccl. 6:2)

Ditch-Habit or Snare: Religious tradition; addiction; lust; passion; sin. (Matt 15:14, Psalm 7:15, Proverbs 23:27)

Dominoes-Continuous: Chain reaction (as with dominos, each causing the next one to fall). (Leviticus 26:37)

Door-Entrance: Christ; (new) opportunity; way; avenue; mouth. (John 10:7, Colossians 4:3, psalm 141:3)
Dreaming (dreaming that you dreaming)-Message: A message within a message; aspiration; vision. (Genesis 40:8)

Drowning-Overcome: Self-pity; depression; grief; sorrow; temptation; backslid; excessive debt. (1 Timothy 6:9; Isaiah 61:3)

Drugs-Influence: Spell; sorcery; witchcraft; control; religion (legalism); medicine; healing. (1 Samuel 15:23; Galatians 3:1; Proverbs 17:22)


Earthquake-Upheaval: Change (by crisis), thus repentance; trail; God’s judgment; disaster; trauma; shock. (Acts 16:26; Isaiah 29:6; Hebrews 12:26-27); Shakings of God, judgment. (Jer. 4:24)

East: God’s light and glory arising. (Ps 103:12)


Eating-Partake: Participate; experience; out-working; covenant; agreement; friendship; fellowship; devour; consume. (John 4:34; Proverbs 30:20; Revelation 10:10; Phil 2:12; Acts 14:22; Joshua 9:14-15; John 13:18)

Echo / Repetition: Gossip; accusation; voice of many; mocking; mimic. (Luke 23:21)

Egg / Promise: Promising new thought; plan; potential; revelation; fragile. Rotten Egg=bad person (as he’s a bad egg); a person who breaks promises; bad company; bad idea; uncertainty (as in don’t count your eggs before they hatch); without promise. (Luke 11:12; 1 Timothy 4:15)

Electricity /Power: Holy Spirit or sorcery.

- Power Lines=Spiritual power; dangerous obstacle when flying.
- Electrical Outlet=Power source; Holy Spirit.
- Burned Power Outlet=Offense; anger.
- Power Cord Unplugged=No power; lack of prayer; lack of authority. (1 Corinthians 4:20; Acts 1:8; 2 Thessalonians 2:9)

Elevator-Changing Position: Going into the spiritual realm; elevated. Going Down=Demotion or trail; backsliding. (Revelation 4:1; Proverbs 3:35)

Ensign: protection (Ps 74:4)

Explosion (sudden): Sudden expansion or increase (as in that church has had explosive growth since the new pastor arrived); swift change; destruction. (Isaiah 43:3)

Ephod: priesthood ministry (Heb. 4:14)

Esau: profane, fleshly man, sensual (Romans 9:13)

Eyes-Desire (Good or evil): Covetousness; passion; lust; revelation; understanding; window to the soul (thus revealing what is in the heart). Winking = Deceitfulness or cunning; hiding true desire. Eyes Tightly Closed= Unbelief; willful ignorance. (Luke 11:34; Proverbs 23:5; Proverbs 27:20; Psalm 101:3; Ephesians 1:18)
Famine: judgment (Rev 18:18)

Fan: separation (Luke 3:17)

Fence: enclosure, protection, restraint, safety (Nu 32:17)

Fig: fruit of Israel nation’s (Luke 13:6:9)

Fool: wicked, vile, perverse persons, antichrist and followers (Luke 12:20)

Fountain: gushing, life source (Rev 21:6)

Frankincense: intercession, prayer, sweet fragrance (Matt 2:11)

Fruit: multiplication, increase (Gal 5:22, 23)

Gall: bitterness (Jer. 8:14)

Garbage (Dump): Rejected: Filth; corruption; vile; hell; evil. (Mark 9: 47-48), (I Cor. 9:27)

Gardening- Working: Church; pleasant pastime; ministry (such as a counseling ministry). Garden= field of labor; church.

Gas Fumes: Deception: Slander; deceiving spirit; false accusations; evil motive; poisonous doctrine; envy; danger;. (Matt 24:4; Pro 24:28; James 3:14-15)

Gasoline: Fuel: Prayer; contention; strife; inflammatory gossip; danger. (Jude 1:20; Pro 26:20:21)

Glory: presence of God. (Ex 40:34,35)

Gloves: Covering: Safe; protection; careful (as in "handle with kid gloves"). White gloves= Clean; inspection. Black or Dirty Gloves= Evil works. (Ps 24:3-4)

Gog/Magog: masses of godless wickedness. (Rev 20:1-8)

Grapes: Fruit: fruit of the Spirit; the Spirit of promise (Holy Spirit); promise of wrath. Pomegranate= The word of God (because of the seed). (Matt 7:16; Num. 13:23; Gal 5:22-23)

Grass: Flesh: The Word of God; self (as "in the flesh"); (1 Pet 1:24a; Zech. 10:1)

  - Dried Grass: Death: Spiritual drought; repentance (See Brown, section 3). (Num. 9:11; Ps. 102:4; Isa 40:7-8)

  - Mowed Grass- Chastisement: Emotional and mental depression or anguish; sickness; financial need or distress:. Mowing Grass= Repentance (as in "crucifying the flesh"); preaching against sin (See Hay). (Amos 7:1-2; 1 Cor. 11:30-32)

Gravel Pit: Source: abundant supply; the word of God. (Deut. 8:9; 2 Tim 2:15)

Gravel Road: See subheading under highway.

Graveyard (or Grave): Hidden: Out of the past; hypocrisy; demon; death; curse; evil inheritance. (Matt 23:27; Luke 11:44).
Grind: service/servitude, oppression. (Judges 31:10)

Guns/Bullets: Words: Gossip; power; accusations; slander. Broken or Inoperative Gun= without power; without authority or ability; hindered. (See Bow/Arrows.) (Ps 64:4, Luke 11:21-22; Acts 19:13, 15-16).

- .22 Caliber: Weak or ineffective weapon: lack of prayer and fasting; without power. (Rev 3:8)
- .357 Caliber (or other High Powered Pistol or Rifle)-Powerful: Covenant; effective; spiritual power through acceptable service; the power of evil working through agreement (acquiescence) or conquest (our defeat). (2 Cor. 10:4; Romans 6:16; 2 Pet 2:19)

Hail: divine judgment, destruction; bombardment; punishment. (Isa. 28:17a; Rev. 8:7; Haggai 2:17)

Hair-Covering: Covenant; the old (sinful) nature; doctrine; humanity; tradition.

- Long-Haired Man: Defiance; rebellion. Woman with Long Hair = Glorified. Shaving= Putting away the filthiness or nature of the flesh.
- Haircut: Removing or breaking covenants or religious traditions.
- Hair Growing Back Out= Restoring the covenant (or tradition), (See barbershop, section 2). (1 Cor. 11:15; Judges 16:17; Num. 8:7)

Hammer- Force: Evil words; destruction; word of God; preaching. Tack Hammer-Tactful; weak. (See: Nails). (Jer. 23:29; Prov. 25:18)

Hands - Works: Idolatry; spiritual warfare; deeds (good or evil); labor; service;

- Raised Hands= Worship; surrender.
- Clinched Fist= Fighting or anger.
- Two People Shaking Hands= Covenant; agreement.
- Hands Trembling= Weakness or fear.
- Hands Outstretched, Palms Up= Helplessness.
- Hands Covering Face (or Face in One's Hands) = Shame; laughter; grief; guilt.
- (Other self-explanatory uses of hands include: begging; waving goodbye; prayer (clasped together); calling someone to "come" or to "follow."). (1 Tim 2:8; Ps 128:2a; Ps 28:4; Prov. 14:1; Ps 115:4; Prov. 22:26; Jer. 2:37)

Harvest: reaping, gathering, wicked and righteous. (Matt 13:30)

Hat-Covering: Attitude; protection; thought; activities (as in "wearing many different hats"). (Isa 59:17)

Hay: little value. Is 15:16; Carnality; prepare (as in "make hay while the sun shines"); gather people together (as a church) in the name of the Lord but with wrong (selfish) motives; (See Grass). (1 Cor. 3:12-13; 1 Pet 1:24)

Head-Authority: Husband; pastor; employer; God; Christ; government; power. (1 Cor. 11:3; 1 Sam. 17:51; Prov. 16: 31; Isa 9:15)


Hedge: restrain, protection. (Is 5:5)

Hiding: secrecy (John 8:39)
Highway - Way: Truth; the Christian Faith; way of life (as in "life in the fast lane"); Christ; a person (as in "he knows the way, follow him"); way of error. Under Construction = In Preparation; change; hindrance.

- Crossroads = Decision; change of direction. (See crossroads, path, sign and auto wreck). (Isa 35:8; Matt 7:13-14; John 14:6; Nahum 2:4).
- Dead-End Road or Street - Change Directions: Repent; certain failure; stop; no advancement possible (as in "that's a dead-end job"); a point at which you must review the way you are going or what you are doing and making the necessary changes in direction. (Haggai 1:5-7).
- Gravel Road - Way: God's Word and way (unless it is muddy, dusty, etc.). (Jer).
- Muddy Road - Flesh: Strife; sin; need for caution; man's way; lust; passion; temptation; offense; impassable; difficulty caused by the weakness of the flesh. Mud = Flesh, in its weakness; Ruts = Habits or addictions of the flesh; traditions of man. (See ditch). (Ps 69:2a; Isa 57:20; Matt 26:41)

Hips (Loins) - Mind: Truth; joint (as in a relationship "out of joint," i.e., offense between brethren); reproduction. (1 Pet 1:13; Eph. 6:14; Ezek. 47:4b; Heb. 7:10)

Homosexual Acts: Against Nature: Rebellion; disobedience (husbands not bearing their responsibility of headship properly [wimp] i.e., wives not obeying their husbands [witchcraft]) Also signifies Abuse of Authority (leaders using authority for personal gain and fame); fornication when naturally interpreted, (See Sex). (Romans 1:26, 28-30; Ezek. 16:45, 49-50; Romans 13:1; Lev 18:22)

Honey - Strength: Power; The power and enlightenment of the Holy Spirit; wisdom; knowledge; pleasant experience. (Judges 14:14; Romans 5:6; Prov. 24:5; Prov. 27:7; 1 Samuel 14:29)

Hyssop: purification. Heb. 9:19

Insurance/Faith: Protection; future provision for one's family, prepared; safe; covered; confidence; (2 Sam 22:3)

Ironing-Correction: God's discipline; repentance; change, sanctification; exhortation; instruction in righteousness; reconciliation (as in "ironing out differences") working out problem relationships; pressure (from trials). (Eph. 5:27)

Isles: nations of the earth. (Acts 28:1, 7)

Ivory: strength, beautiful. (Amos 3:15)

Jewelry-Treasure: God's gifts; desire; precious; precious person; gifted person; truth, idolatry; self-glorification; pride. Jewel = (See Silver, Gold, Diamond and Ring.). (2 Tim 4:3; Pro 17:8; James 2:2; Pro 11:22)

Key-Knowledge: Authority; important or indispensable in understanding; wisdom; ability; (as in "the key man"); Christ. (Luke 11:52; John 1:3; Ex. 31:3)

Kicking - See Feet

Kiss - Agreement: Covenant; enticement; betrayal; covenant breaker; deception; seduction; friend. (See Sex). (Ps 2:12; Pro 27:6; Luke 22:48; 2 Sam 20:9-10; Pro 7:10,13,22-23,27).
**Knees-Submission:** Obey; worship; serve; stubborn; unyielding. (See Ankles, Hips). (Romans 11:4; Romans 14:11; Ezek. 47:4)

**Knives- Words:** Revelation; truth; shape or angry rebuke; accusations; gossip. Pocket knife= Personal revelation of practical use or value, (See Sword). (Ps 52:2; Titus 1:13)

**Ladder-Ascend or Descend:** Enable; steps upward (as in "the necessary steps for a promotion way of escape; way of entrance; struggle"). Fireman's Ladder=Rescue; help, See stairs (as if hard to climb); (Gen 28:12-13; John 3:13).

**Lame:** imperfect. (Pro 26:7)

**Leaf-** adversity, prosperity (Rev 22:2)

**Lemon-** Sour: Bad deal (as in "that car we bought is a lemon"); crabby. (Matt 27:34; Acts 8:23)

**Leprosy:** transgression. (Matt 8:3)

**Leaven - Spirit (Good or Evil):** Attitude; sin; false doctrine; hypocrisy; anger; pride; zeal; self-justification; self- righteousness; self-importance; (1 Cor. 5:8; Mark 2:13; 14:6-9; Mark 8:15; 1 Cor. 5:6)

**Leaves-** Words or Life: Covering; covenant; testimony; doctrine; temporary; self-justification. (Gen 3:7; Isa 64:6; Matt 21:19; Rev 22:2)

**Leaven-** life, teaching

**Lightning- majesty of God (Dan 10:6)**

**Legs-** Support: Spirit; strength. Female legs=seduction, (See Thighs; for Shaving Legs, see Hair). (Ps 147:10; Pro 26:7; Pro 18:14)

**Light-Manifest:** Revealed; Flashlight=Personal knowledge or understanding; guidance exposed. Lights Turned Off = Without understanding or manifestation. Dim Light = Without full knowledge or understanding. (Eph. 5:13; John 3:21; Acts 20:8; Psa= 119:105)

**Lightning-** Power: Instant miracle; judgment; destruction; knowledge, (See Thunder and Electricity). (Luke 10:17-18; Ps 144:6)

**Lips-** Words: (Seduction; speech, (See Kiss and Pen/ Pencil). (Prov 7:21, Prov 10:19)

**Lost and Found-Lose/Gain:** Lost= Truth lost through tradition; gift lost through neglect. Finding Silver Coins or Knives=Receiving revelation knowledge, soul lost through sin. Found = Revelations or gifts received from God, (See Silver, and Knives). (Col 2:8; John 6:12; Jer. 15:16)

**Lumber-** See Wood

**Machines-** Work or Motion: Idle words; productivity, (See Factory). (Eccl 7:29; Matt 12:36; Romans 7:5)

**Mantle-** spiritual covering evil/good

**Map-** Directions: correction; Word of God; advice. (Prov 6:23)

**Marble-** kingdom beauty (Rev 18:12)
**Marriage-Covenant**: Sexual Intimacy= One in agreement, The Church as the Bride of Christ; agreement; joined. Interruption of Intimacy= Interference or trouble in the marriage or covenant relationship, (See Sex). (Eph 5:31-32; Ex 23:32; 2 Cor 6:14; Neh 13:27; Rev 2:12)

**Meat**: food, good/evil (John 6:27)

**Medicine**: See Drugs

**Microphone**: Voice: Authority; influence, ministry; (Matt 10:27)

**Microscope**: Examine: Close examination; discern, (as in discerning of spirits), self-examination; (1 Cor. 11:28)

**Microwave Oven**: Instant: Quick work; convenience, sudden; impatience; (Romans 9:28)

**Milk**: See Food/Milk

**Mire**: filth. (Ps 69:2,14)

**Mirror**: God's Word or One's Heart: Looking at oneself; looking back; memory; past; vanity; Moses' Law, (See Rearview Mirror). (1 Cor 13:12; Prov 27:19)

**Miscarriage**: Abort: repentance; unjust judgment, failure; loss; (as in "miscarriage of justice"). (Hos 9:14; James 1:15; Hab. 1:4)

**Missile**: See Rocket

**Money-Power**: power; authority; the strength of man Provision; wealth; natural talents and skills; spiritual riches spiritual gifts, faith, wisdom, covetousness (as opposed to trusting in God); (Deut. 8:18; Gen 31:15; Luke 19:23; 1 Tim 6:10; Hos 10:5; Eccl 7:12; Luke 16:11)

**Moon**: Church (true or apostate): Moon as blood= Persecution, (See Sun). To rule, to manifest the works of darkness; occult; false worship. (Gen 1:16; Eph. 1:3; Deut. 33:14; Isa 30:26; Mark 13:24; Acts 2:20; 2 Kings 23:5) Son of Man. Rev 12:1

**Mountain**: Exalted: Challenge; obstacle; difficulty; kingdom (nation). (Joshua 14:12; Rev 6:14)

**Movie**: See Picture

**Moving / Change**: (See House, subheading new house, Section 2) (as in changing churches, jobs, houses, etc.)- (Ezek. 12:3)

**Mud** (Muddy Road, Path or River) - See ditch, and river or highway.

**Mushroom**: Quick: Sudden growth; unexpected sudden or appearance; fragile; deadly poison. (Jonah 4:10; Isa 48:3)

**Music**: Worship: Of God; activity or action that proceeds from the heart. Playing Instruments=Prophesying; ministering in the gifts of the Spirit; worshiping of idols (idolatry); (See trumpet). (Ezek. 33:32; Dan. 3:5-7) Praise, joy, and worship.

**Miracle**: supernatural power both evil and good (Acts 2:22)
Nails—Words: Word of God or man; fasten; steadfast; permanent; wisdom; vows; covenant; unmovable; unchangeable; secure (as in "they stole everything that wasn't nailed down"). (See Hammer). (Eccl 12:11; Isa 41:7)

Name-Identity: Authority; character, or reputation; the actual person; the name's meaning (for example, Jill means "youthful"); a person whose name rhymes with the name in the dream; a person with the same initials; a different person with the same name or similar personality, nature, in the dream. (See Friend). (Hosea 1:9; Gen 11:4) - distinction. Mark 1:21

Neck-Will: authority; authority; self-willed; stubborn; unbelief (Jer. 17:23; Gen 41:42).

Newspaper-Announcement: public exposure, important event, news; prophecy; gossip. (Luke 8:17)

Night-Darkness: unknown course of action; sin; power of evil hidden; ignorance; stealth (as in "they crept in under cover of darkness"). (John 11:10; John 12:35; Luke 22:53; 1 Thess. 5:7)

Noise-Annoyance: Interference (like static interferes with proper radio reception). Noise-Alarm; Loud (Exod. 32:17; Pro 21:19)

Nose-Busybody or Discern: meddling; strife; smell, discern, nosy (as in "sticking your nose into other people's business"). Nosebleed=Strife; trouble. (1 Pet 4:15; Psa 115:6)

Nudity-Uncovered or Flesh: innocence (as in "a nude baby or child"); open (i.e., revealed); truth; honest; nature. (Rev 3:17; Rev 16:15; Jer. 3:3; 1 Sam 19:24; Gen 2:25) in (or of) the flesh; impure; temptation; lust; self-justification and self-righteousness (not under grace, see Galatians 5:4); using sex to control others (which is witchcraft); ashamed; stubborn; exhibitionism; Nuts and Bolts-Essentials: Bottom line (as in "getting down to the real nuts and bolts of an issue"); indispensable; wisdom; to fasten. Lock Washer=Secure; unmovable; unyielding. (Prov 4:7)

Oak: strength (Amos 2:9)

Oil-Anointing: Clear Oil=Holy Spirit anointing; healing. Dirty Oil= Unclean spirit; hate; lust; seduction; danger of slipping, deception; slick (slippery); (James 5:14; Matt 25:4; Ps 55:21; Pro 5:3)

Oven-Heat: Heat of passion; one's imagination "cooking up" good or evil; meditation; judgment. (See Baker, Kitchen, Furnace and Fire/Heat). (Hos 7:6; Psa 21:9; 1 Cor 7:9; Luke 12:28)

Pale- death, sickness, disease (Rev 6:8)

Painting Covering: Regenerate; remodel; renovate; love.

- House Painter's Brush = Ministry or minister.
- Painting Preaching; covering up (hiding) sin, painting over the preacher's intentions
- Paint = Doctrine; truth or deception.
- Artist's Painting = Words; illustrative message; eloquent; humorous; articulate.

Parachuting-Leave: Parachute=God's promises; salvation; faith. Bail out; escape; flee; saved. (Matt 10:23)

Path-Way: Life; private walk with God; gospel; salvation; error; misjudgment. (Jer 6:16; Heb 3:10)

Paw- unclean power (Lev 11:26-28)
Pen/Pencil-Tongue: covenant agreement; contract; vow; publish; record; Indelible words; permanent; unforgettable; gossip. (Ps 45:1; Job 13:26; Jer. 8:8)

Perfume-Influence: Seduction; enticement; temptation; persuasion, deception. (Pro 7:7,10,13,17-18; Eccl 10:1)

Picture-Memory: Conscience; past experience; circumstance; imagination; a message within itself (as in "a picture is worth a thousand words").

- Unusual Picture Frame=Attitude (as in "a peculiar frame of mind");
- Picture Taken with an Important Person=Honor; promotion.
- Old or Antique Frame=Time or age (as in "memories from the past"). (Num. 33:52; Heb. 9:14)

Pie-Whole: Business endeavors (as in "having a finger in a lot of pies"); part of the action (as in "I'd like a piece of that pie, myself"). (Luke 12:13)

Pills-See Drugs

Pipe-See Smoking

Pistol-See Guns/Bullets

Pitcher- earthen vessel (Judges 7:16-20)

Platter- hypocrisy (Luke 11:39)

Play-Worship: true worship; spiritual warfare; striving; competition, Idolatry; covetousness; (See Music, Dancing). (1 Cor. 10:7; Col 3:5; 1 Cor. 9:24)

Plumb line- divine measuring. (Amos 7:7, 8)

Pomegranate-See Grapes

Pond-See Swimming Pool

Postage Stamp-Seal: authorization; small or seemingly insignificant, but powerful (Esther 8:8; John 6:27) Authority

Pot/Pan/Bowl-Vessel: Doctrine; form of the truth; tradition; a determination or resolve; a person. (Romans 2:20; Exod. 25:29; Jer. 1:13; 2 Kings 21:13; 1 Thes 4:3-5)

Pregnancy-In Process: desire; anticipation; expectancy. Labor Pains=Trials. (Isa 66:9; James 1:15; Mark 13:8) Sin or righteousness in process

Price: worth, value (Matt 13:46)

Prison: slavery, hell, Sheol/Hades. (Rev 20:7)

Pumpkin: Witchcraft: snare; witch; trick (as in "Halloween trick-or-treat"), Deception; (Ps 21:11)

Purse (or Wallet): precious; valuable; treasure, heart; personal identity; when empty, spiritually bankrupt. (Matt 6:21; Matt 12:35; John 12:6)
Radio (Sound): The gospel being broadcast, news; unceasing, continuous; unrelenting, contentious; unbelieving; tradition; (Pro 9:13; Pro 27:15)

Radio Tower - Broadcast: Truth or error; gospel; witness. (Matt 24:14)

Rags - Poverty (Isa. 64:6)

Railroad Track - Tradition: stubborn; gospel; caution (as in "stop, look, and listen") danger. Unchanging; habit; (Mark 7:9,13; Col 2:8; 2 Thess. 2:15; 3:6)

Rain - Life: Revival; Holy Spirit; Drought = Blessings withheld (because of sin); without God's presence. Disappointment, (as in "raining on someone's parade") depression; trial (Zech 10:1; Isa 55:10-11; Matt 7:27; Jer 3:3)

Rainbow - Covenant: Promise; good; protection. (Gen 9:13)

Rape - Violating another's will: Violation; abuse of authority; hate; desire for revenge; murder. (2 Sam 13:12, 14-15; Deut. 22:25-26)

Rapture - Revival Spiritual awakening; (Personal or concerning the Church): warning of unpreparedness if left behind! (Hos 6:2; Hab. 3:2)

Reed - Weak: opposition that comes through the weakness of the flesh; A spiritually weak personal affliction (when used as a whip). (2 Kings 18:21; Matt 26:41), Instability. (Luke 7:24)

Refrigerator - Heart: Motive; attitude; thoughts. Spoiled Food = Harboring a grudge; unclean thoughts or desires. (Matt 12:35; Mark 7:21-22)

Reins - Heart motives. (Is 11:5)

Rifle - See Guns/Bullets

Rings - Covenant: Wedding, (as in "a signet ring"); authority, eternity (unending); prestige. Ring = Covenant.

- Engagement Ring = Promise.
- Rings Worn as Jewelry = Self-glorification. (Esther 8:8; James 2:2; Luke 15:22)

River - Spirit or Life (the Spirit of God, the spirit of man, or the world): Sin; wickedness; judgment; righteousness; trial. Deep, Wide or Muddy River = Difficulty; obstacle; impassable, incomprehensible. (See Water, Swimming, and Bridge.) (John 7:38-39, Ezekiel 47:5, Amos 5:24, Proverbs 21:1, Isaiah 43:2).

- Dry River Bed - Barren: Repented (as when Israel obeyed and crossed the Jordan on dry ground after their forefathers refused to go in and possess the land), tradition, religion (compared to true worship); backslidden condition; (Jeremiah 50:38).

Road - See HIGHWAY

Robbery - See thief

Rocket - Power: Swift progress; swift destruction, powerful ministry, unexpected attack; war. (Psalm 64:7, Proverbs 6:15; Proverbs 29:1)
**Rocking Chair** - Old: Memories; past; meditation; rest; retirement. (Jeremiah 6:16)

**Roller Skates** (or Roller Blades) - Speed: swift advancement or progress; fast; skillful. (Romans 9:28)

**Roof** - Attitude: conviction; steadfastness; pure motive; cause, source; unmoving; stable. (Matthew 3:10a, 1 Timothy 6:10, Hebrews 12:15)

**Rope/Cord** - Bondage: Rescue, salvation, covenant; vow; hindrances; sin. (Proverbs 5:22, Psalm 118:27; Jeremiah 38:11)

**Rose** - Romance: Courtship; love

**Yellow Rose Garden** - Marriage counseling. Red Rose. passion. (Solomon 2:1)

**Round** (Shape) - Spiritual: Grace; mercy; forgiveness; compassion; approximate. (Leviticus 19:27)

**Rowing** - Work: Earnest prayer; spiritual labor; working out life's problems. (See Bicycle) (Mark 6:48; Philippians 2:30)

**Rub Board** - Rough: Hard correction; weariness; (as in "the wash woman is worn out). Not diplomatic;

**Rug/Covering** - deception or covering things up (as in sweeping things under the rug) Covenant; Holy Spirit. (Mark 4:22, 2 Corinthians 4:2)

**Running** - Striving: faith, haste, trial; working out one's salvation. (Jeremiah 12:5)

**Ruts** - See DITCH

**Salt** - Seasoning or preservative: Covenant acceptable; rejected; memorial (see Sea). (Mark 9:50; 2 Chronicles 13:5; Gen 19:26; Ezekiel 47:11)

**Sand** - Flesh: Improper foundation; hindrance; unclean; weariness; drudgery (also see SEACOAST) (Hebrews 12:1)

**Seacoast** - limitations, weights, soul heart (Jeremiah 5:22)

**Seed** - saints, faith, fullness of iniquity. Christ. (Matthew 13:38)

**Sewage** - corruption, sin, evil, corrupt authority, abuse of authority (Isaiah 4:4)

**Sewing-joining** - counseling, reconciliation, union. Sewing notions: inclination, idea. (1 Sam. 18:1)

**Sex** - agreement, covenant, unity, taken advantage of, love, fornication, abuse of authority (1 Corinthians 6:15-16)

- Masturbation - self-love, selfishness, self-gratification.
- Genitals - matter, shame, private, secret.

**Shield** - protection (Ps 3:3)

**Shoes/Boot** - gospel, words, preparation. (Eph. 6:15, Ruth 4:7)

- Loafers: unconcern, hypocrisy, loafing.
- Combat or Heavy Boots: spiritual warfare, steel toe boots- protection.

**Shoulder:** authority, responsibility, stubborn, bearer. (Psalm 81:6, Isaiah 9:6)
- Broad shoulders- strength, consol.
- Drooped shoulders- overburdened, hopelessness, tired.
- Bare female shoulders- temptation, witchcraft, seduction.

**Shovel:** confession, slander, prayer, dig, inquire. (Proverbs 16:27)

**Sign:** stop sign, direction; yield, detour- change of direction. Intersection - decision or change. (Hosea 12:10)
- Keep off the grass: give no offense.

**Skateboard:** risky, fast, balance, skill maneuvering. (Daniel 1:17)

**Skiing:** fast progress (John 6:19; 21)

**Skirt:** covering, grace
- Lack of a skirt- hypocrisy, sin, uncovered. (Jeremiah 2:34)

**Sleep:** laziness, rest, death, danger, ignorant, rest (Isaiah 29:10, Romans 13:11)
- Oversleep- late.

**Smile:** benevolent, good will, without offense, seduction. (Proverbs 20:13)

**Smoke:** lying, boasting, offense, temporary, cover-up, evidence. (Isaiah 6:3-4, Acts 10:4)

**Smoking:** pride.
- Smoking cigarettes- bitter memories, unforgiving, jealousy, self-righteousness, haughty
- Smoking a Pipe: Intellectual pride.
- Smoking furnace- anger, offense, trouble (Isaiah 65:5)

**Snow/Ice:** unfulfilled, un- revealed, pure, grace, unfulfilled. (Isaiah 55:10-11)
- Dirty Snow- Impure
- Snowdrift-snare, opposition, hindrance
- Ice- dangerous, slippery, hard saying
**Snowshoes**: support in faith about word of God, walking in the Spirit of God. Faith. (Matthew 14:29)

**Soap**: forgiveness, prayer, conviction, repentance. (Isaiah 1:16; Jeremiah 2:22)

**Socks/without shoes**: without preparation. (Galatians 5:16; Psalm 24:4)

**Song**: praise (Is 30:29)

**Sour**: false teaching (Is 1:5)

**Spring**: fresh start, renewal, salvation, refreshing (Isaiah 43:19, Acts 3:19)

**Square**: no mercy, hard or harsh, of the world, religious, legalistic. (Leviticus 19:9)

**Stairs**: promotion, ambition, procedure, self-exaltation. (Exodus 20:26)

**Star**: apostle, saint, preacher, minister, Christian, role model, good or bad. (Genesis 37:9-10; Daniel 12:3)

**Stone**: person, precept, accusations, persecution. (Leviticus 20:27; Christ, strength Eph. 2:20)

**Storm**: sudden calamity or destruction, trail, opposition, witchcraft, change, disturbance. (Isaiah 25:4)

**Stumble**: backslide, mistake, to be overcome, sin, become deceived. (John 11:10)

**Suicide**: self-hatred, remorse, foolish action, self-destruction. (Matthew 27:5)

**Suitcase**: travel, move, temporary, personal, heart. (Galatians 6:5)

**Summer**: opportunity, harvest time, trail, affliction. (Proverbs 10:5)

**Sun**: goodness, affliction, light, God, god of this world. (Mark 4:6, 17)

**Sweeping**: removing obstacles, repentance, rebuking evil. (Isaiah 28:17)

**Swimming**: worshiping, operating in the gifts, serving God, Spirit, prophesying. (Ephesians 3:8)

**Swimming Pool**: God's blessings, church, home, family. (Isaiah 41:18)

- Dirty or Dry/Pool or Pond - backslidden, corrupt or destitute spiritual condition.

**Swing**: rest, quietness, romance, fellowship, peace (Isaiah 30:15)

- Swinging high: danger, infidelity.

**Sword**: strife, war, threat, intent, Word of God, critical words (Proverbs 12:18)

**Table**: conference, provision, agreement, covenant

- Under the table: hidden motives, evil intent, deceit (1 Corinthians 10:20-21)

**Tail**: rank, last in time, importance, least, afterward. (Isaiah 9:15)

- Wagging tale: friend.
- Tucked tail: shame and guilt.

**Tar:** Patch, bitterness, grudge, hatred, repair, offense. (Exodus 2:3)

**Tasting:** Test, judge, discern, experience. (Psalm 34:8)

**Tea:** revival, time of refreshing, salvation, grace, good news (Isaiah 28:12)

**Tears:** anguish, judgment, sorrow, prayer. (Psalm 34:6)

**Teeth:** working out life, experience. (Hebrews 5:12-14)
  - Brushing teeth- changing and cleaning one's thoughts, meditation.
  - Animal teeth- danger.
  - Baby teeth: innocent, no experience, knowledge and wisdom.
  - False teeth: replacement, reasoning, experience through knowledge or wisdom, error, tradition.

**Toothache:** trials.
  - Broken tooth: problem, bad experience. (Heb. 5:8)

**Telephone:** gossip, prayer, the voice of God, demonic /enemy's voice. (Romans 10:12)
  - Phone Inoperative or busy-hindered prayers.

**Telescope:** far in time/a distance off, prophetic vision. (Revelation 4:1)

**Television:** what is to come, preaching, wickedness, evil influence, message. (Daniel 2:19)

**Thigh:** natural man, seduction, lust, natural man. (Numbers 5:21)

**Thorns:** defense, cares of this life, evil situation and circumstances, gossip. (Hebrews 6:8)
  - Cockleburs/Stickers- minor afflictions.

**Thunder:** judgment, warning (Psalm 18:13)

**Title/Deed:** possession, having legal right ownership. (Genesis 23:20)

**Treasure:** wealth. (Matt 12:35)

**Tree:** leader, shelter, evil influence, false worship, covering. (Psalm 52: 8)

**Tree Stump:** tenacious, roots, hope of promise, restoration, obstacle (Job 14:7-9)

**Trophy:** award, competition, victory in warfare, memorial. (1 Kings 20:11)

**Trumpet:** worship, tongues, voice, preaching, prophecy. Christ coming, judgment. (Joel 2:15; 1 Cor. 14:8)

**Tunnel:** way of exit/way of escape, trail, trouble. (1 Corinthians 10:13)
Urinating - full bladder=under pressure, temptation/sexual lust-strife, strong urge.
- Bladder infection/cancer- offense, strife, enmity. (Proverbs 17:14)

Vapor: life. (Job 36:27, 33)

Veil: deception, without understanding, law, hidden/concealed. (Luke 24:45)

Vials (golden bowls): basins, bowls, Temple vessels. (1 kings 7:50; Rev 5:8; 15:7)

Vine: entanglements, flesh, snares, city/nation, Christ True Vine. (1 John 15:5)

Volcano: God's judgment, sudden reaction, trouble erupting. (Psalm 11:6)

- Difficult walk: trials.

Wall: defense, limitation, unbelief, obstacle. (Nahum 2:5)

Washbasin: repentance, self-justification. (Matthew 27:24)

Washcloth: apology, false doctrine. (John 15:3)

Water: spirit of man/and the enemy, Word.
- Stagnant, muddy, polluted-haughtiness, man's doctrine, unkind. (Ephesians 5:26)
- Troubled water- worry, sorrow, healing. (Isaiah 57:20)

Water Fountain: Holy Spirit, salvation (James 3:11-12)

Watermelon: time of refreshing, seeds=words; green=life; water=spirit; red=passion. (Proverbs 18:21)

Water Well: Holy Spirit. (Proverbs 4:23)

Wave-sheaf of first fruits: resurrection of the saints as the harvest; Christ’s resurrection (Lev. 7:30; 23:11-12; 1 Cor. 15:20, 23)

Weeds: neglect, fullness of iniquity. (Jonah 2:5)

Western: Spiritual warring, pioneering spirit. (Joshua 3:4)

Wind: Strong opposition/demonic, Holy Spirit. (John 3:8)

Window: exposed, unguarded, blessing, truth, prophecy. (Joel 2:9)

Wine: Spirit, emotions hate, anger, joy, happiness, sorrow, truth, revelation, truth, mocker, delusion.
- Drinking with others-fellowship, communion. (Ephesians 5:18)

Wings: prophet, demon, shelter, Holy Spirit. (Hosea 12:13)
Winter: waiting, not friendly, death. (Jeremiah 8:20)

Wood: lust, flesh, life, carnal mindset, temporal. (Proverbs 26:20-21) root out of dry ground, non-decaying wood, humanity of Christ, incorruptible wood; stem of Jesse. (Ex 25:5; Isa 11:1-5; Jer. 23:5; Ze. 6:12)

Wrestling: trial, controlling spirit trying to gain control, trial, striving. (Ephesians 6:12)

To study this subject further:

The “Helpful Clues to Dream & Interpretation” above is referenced from the following books:
- *Dream Language* by Jim Goll
- *Dream Encounters* by Barbie Breathitt
- *Dreams-Divinity Code, The Key to Decoding your Dreams and Visions* by Adrian Beale and Adam F. Thompson
- *Understanding Your Dreams* by Sandie Freed
- *Understand Your Dreams Now* by Doug Addison
- *The Ultimate Guide to Understanding the Dreams you Dream* by Ira Milligan
- *Hearing God Through Your Dreams: Understanding the Language God Speaks at Night* by Mark Virkler